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WRC founds group aimed at AHANA females
BY JENNIFER HEINE
For The Heights
As Women?s Resource Center (WRC)
staff members for the past three years,
Keun Young Bae, A&S ?l3, and Nicole
Laniado, CSOM ?l3, understandwellthe
so-called ?glass ceiling? that women face
with regard to advancementin education
and the workplace. Both also recognize
the prejudices that come with being a
member of Boston College?s AHANA
community. ?For women of different
ethnicities and cultures,? Laniado said,
?it?s a double glass ceiling.?
Even on a campus as diverse as BC?s,
the two felt that these issues were not

being addressed. In previous years, the
WRC sponsored a program known as
SIESTA, which held programs aimed
at female AHANA students. Still, the
school lacked a true forum for these
students.
?We wanted to take that a different
route, and actually create a space where

Members recognize the potentially ers, in the sense that we?re teaching you
controversial nature of these discussions. about these issues,? Bae said.
Rather, they welcome members to
Race and genderremain thorny topics for
any discussion, and it is for this reason bring their own ideas and topics to the
thatLaniado and Bae believe the group table. The open-ended nature of the
is so necessary. Noting the popularity of group discussion means that it often
BC Ignites, which prompted discussion extends beyond current events to what
of race and identity at BC, they consider
members encounter on a dailybasis. ?We

people can discuss these issues rather
than just programming,? Bae said.

Mosaic an ideal follow-up. As Laniado
explains, ?Mosaic is a resource for BC
students, a safe space where they can
continue these conversations.?
In keeping with the comfortable
nature of these discussions, Bae and
Laniado do not restrict the topics at

She andLaniado became thefounding
membersof Mosaic, a discussion group
through the WRC whose name suggests the diversity of both its goals and
its membership. ?Mosaic strives to talk
about issues that intersect with gender,
race, and culture,? Bae said.

focus on pressures that women of color
deal with on the campus and in general
life,? Bae said.

Mosaic?s definition of ?women of
color? remains open to welcome a wide
array of ethnic and cultural diversity.
?Diversity applies to every single per-

hand.
?We don?t consider ourselves teach-

See Mosaic,
photo courtesy of

brooke loughrin

Brooke Loughrin(above) was selected as the
first U.S. Youth Observer at the United Nations.

BC junior
first-ever
UN observer

One politician
still optimistic

BY ELEANOR HILDEBRANDT
Heights Editor

BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

One of Boston College?s own made his-

In the 19605, Jon Huntsman?s grandfather,a Republican,used
to have two photos hanging by the front door of his house that
guests would see as they left?one of JohnF. Kennedy, and one
of Lyndon B. Johnson.
In hisClough Colloquium lectureTuesday afternoon, Huntsman, the former governor of Utah and former United States
ambassadorto Singapore and China, pointed out how unlikely
it wouldbe for this to happen in America today.
?We?ve forgotten that moment in history when we actually

tory last week as the first-ever U.S. Youth
Observer at the United Nations.
Brooke Loughrin, A&S ?l4, spent Sept.
22 27 in New York City, attending events
during the UN General Assembly week
-

and blogging about her experiences.She
spent much of her time attending the
Social Good Summit, a three-day annual
eventmeant to bringtogether worldleaders and activists in order to discuss how
social media and new technologycan be
used to facilitate social good.

used to be proud of our president,? he said. ?Where even as
someone of a different party, we?d hang thatpicture in our home,
and we?d say, we?re Americans?that?s who we are.?
Instead, Huntsman said, politicians have for too long been
putting party before country, forcing moderate views out of
politics to be replaced by extreme positions.
?We?ve blown the totalcenter out of politics, and allthe sane
American people are saying, ?What aboutus? Don?t we count???
Huntsman said.Despite thedim current state, Huntsman repeatedly emphasizedhis hope for the future.
?I don?t want anyone walking out of this lecture hall think-

As part of her application to be the U.S.

Youth Observer,Loughrin was required to
write a paper about a social issue that she
believed the UN?and, in turn, youth?should address. She chose to focus on the
way water security influences women?s
issues, a topic that was based in part upon
her own internationaland volunteerexperiences. Loughrin studied abroad in India
during high school, and discovered that a
major impediment to girls? education in
poorer countries was the fact that they

See Huntsman, A4
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See Loughrin, A4

Boo reflects on life as an
investigative journalist
BY ANDREW SKARAS
Heights

Staff

?The stuff that I care about most
is stuff that most people don?t want
to read,? Katherine 800 said to a full
audience in Gasson 100. As a part of
the Lowell Humanities Lecture Series
and the Winston Center for Leadership
and Ethics, 800 came to Boston College
Wednesday evening to speak about her

Pulitzer Prize-winning book, Behind the
Beautiful Forevers, and her life?s work as
an investigative journalist.
As a journalist, 800 explained that
what she wanted to focus on was the
lives of the poor and marginalized in
society. She felt like her early work with
these people was inadequateand wanted
to work withpeople over longer periods
of time.
?What people say about their lives is
so much less revealing of their character
than the choices that they makeover the
course of their lives,? 800 said. ?I wanted
to be there to watch people make those
choices.?
After her marriage to an Indian man,
800 found herself spending more and
more of her time working in India. This
led her to working in the Annawadislum
near the international airport in Mumbai
beginning in November 2007. She was

bothered by the discrepancies between
the official statistics that said extreme
poverty hadalmostbeen eliminatedand
the reality of the existence of and life in
the slums.

?I had fears about the legitimacy of
my work,? 800 said.?Was this something
legitimatefor a whiteWestern woman to
do? I had one deep conviction?that was
that issues of globalpoverty and inequality are some of the most over-theorized
and under-reportedissues of our time.?
When she started her work in Aneun hee kwon / heights staff
Katherine 800 spoke abouther life?s work as
a journalistand author on Wednesdaynight.

nawadi, she emphasized how important

See 800, A4

alex gaynor / heights staff

Alan Wolfe (left), Marc Landy (right), and David Deese, professors in the politicalscience department, discussed Obama?s presidencyso far.

Political scientists evaluate Obama?s presidency
BY MICHAEL HEAD
For The Heights
Good-natured banter peppered the
serious political discussion at the nonpartisan Obama evaluationpanel last Tuesday
night, in which professors Marc Landy,
David Deese, and Alan Wolfe discussed

the accomplishments and shortcomings of
President BarackObama?s first term.
The event, sponsoredby the Americans
for InformedDemocracy,sought to present
a balanced assessment of the president?s
performance thus far, centering on issues
includingforeignpolicy, healthcare, andthe

economy. Landy, Wolfe, and Deese of the
political science department shared their
conflicting opinions regarding Obama?s

Deese said.

response to theseissues, a partisan divide
at times penetrating the rigidly objective

tanyahu?s Israel. Landy, however, was not so
glowing in his analysis of Obama?s foreign
initiatives, arguing against the viewpoints
of his esteemed colleagues.
?He has never been to Israel,? Landy
said. ?He has never been to Warsaw. That
means of the few genuine friends that the
United States has in the world, he?s only
been to Britain and Canada.?
This symbolic absence, argued Landy,

atmosphere.

Obama?s foreign policy, for example,
proved to be a major point of contention
among thepanel. The tone of thediscussion

initiallyfavored Obama?s efforts abroad.
?He?s donea pretty good job of winding
down the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq,
given the situation that he was handed
given the fact that this was a president
who opposed thesewars in the first place,?

Wolfe also approved of Obama?s efforts
to distance the country from Benjamin Ne-

?

See Obama Panel, A4
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IN THE NEWS

drew Gilpin Faust Lecture

1

Wednesday
Time: 4 p.m.
Location: Robsham
Theater

A&S Honors Program faculty member
wins 2012 Dayton Literary Peace Prize
The Sojourn, a novel by Andrew Krivak, a faculty
member in Boston College?s Arts and Sciences
Honors Program, has beenawardedthe 2012 Dayton Literary Peace Prize in thefiction category. The

awardhonorsauthors who use their literary talents
to foster peace, social justice, and global understanding. This award comes with a $lO,OOO cash
prize. The Sojourn tells the story of Jozef Vinich and
his father, two characters who leave a 19th century
Colorado mining town and travel to rural AustriaHungary and become shepards, only to have their
plans shattered by World War I. Krivak?s novel has
also been nominated for a National Book Award
and has alreadywon the inaugural Chatauqua Prize.
Krivak will be honored with other award winners
in Dayton, Ohio at a ceremony on Nov. 11 hosted
by award-winning journalist Nick Clooney at the
Benjamin and Marian Schuster Performing Arts
Center. Krivak has also written a memoir about
his eight years in the Society of Jesus, titled A Long

Tuesday

Time: 4 p.m.
Location: Robsham Theater
Legendary journalist and anchorman
Tom Brokaw, as well as NBC News
reporter Luke Russet, BC ?OB, will address the Boston College community.

Public education and the Future of democracy

Friday
Time: 9:30 a.m.
Location: Murray Room
This academic symposium, led by
professors Marilyn Cochran-Smith and
Dennis Shirley, will address public education?s role in democratic societies.

Retreat: In Search of a Religious

Life.

andofficials fromtheAssociation ofPublic andLandGrant Universities and the American Association of
State CollegesandUniversities announcedtheirplans
for ?Project Degree Completion.? This plan hopes to
help 60 percent of adultsin the U.S. earn a bachelor?s
degreeby 2025. This would require an additional3.8
millionAmericans to earn degreesby thisdate.Spokesmen fromthe organizations have saidthat a 3 percent
increase in current graduationrates will be needed to
reach this goal, and additional government funding
must be acquired to make theproject a reality.

LOCAL NEWS
Newton mayor to campaign for
Obama in battleground states
Setti Warren, the mayor of the city of Newton, is traveling
to swing states this week as part of a delgation of Massachusetts politicians to discuss Mitt Romney?s record
as the governor of Massachusetts. Warren will be sent
to Virginia and North Carolina by

the Obama campaign.
Other membersof the delegationwill head to Colorado,
Florida, New Hampshire, Nevada, Wisconsin, lowa, and
Ohio. Romney was out of office in Massachusetts before
Warren was elected in Newton, but he will speak on the
subject of Romney?s tenure in Massachusetts.

FEATURED STORY

BCPD launches sidewalk safety campaign
BY ANDREW MILLETTE
Assoc. News Editor

In ordertostress thebikesafety
aspectsofthis campaign,theBCPD
set up a booth at Healthapolooza

Crossing the street safely may
seem like a basic skill that most
people learn at a young age, but
theBostonCollegePoliceDepartment (BCPD) has goodreason to
launch its new ?Be Safe. BeenSeen.
Be StreetSmart.? campaign.
?In the last few weeks, there
have been four distinctively different accidents around campus,
where pedestrians and bicyclists
have been struck by a motor vehicle,? said Jeffery Postell, BCPD
sergeant for community policing.
?We want to be proactive and
take theeducationalenforcement
steps necessary to get ahead of
thisissue.?
Last week, BCPD officers
wereplaced out in thecrosswalks
around campus with the goal of
educating pedestrians, drivers,
and bicyclists about crosswalk
safety. Officers handed out cards
that offered safety tips for pedestrians, including reminders to
alwayscross at markedsidewalks,
make eye contact withapproaching drivers,and obeyallpedestrian
signals. The cards also reminded
drivers to yield to pedestrians in
crosswalks, to wait until pedestrians havefully crossed crosswalks
before moving, and to never pass
another vehicle that has stopped

where bike officers instructed
members of the BC community
aboutbike safety and laws. These
officersalso spoke aboutcrosswalk
and pedestriansafety.
Another aspect of the ?Be
Safe. BeenSeen. Be StreetSmart.?
campaign takes place in theresidencehalls. ?We are also working
through our Adopt-A-Cop program in residencehalls to educate
peopleon proper andsafe crossing
and riding,? Postell said.
Postell believes that all three
categories of people that this
campaign is trying to reach must
work together in order to ensure
crosswalksafety. ?It takes the pedestrians,motorists, and bicyclists
to ultimatelykeep each other safe
by abiding by the rules and by
taking the suggestions we have
offered,? Postell said.
The message of the ?Be Safe.
BeenSeen.Be StreetSmart.? campaign is not just intended for students. ?It?s just not young people
getting distracted and crossing
dangerously,? Postell said. ?It?s
our community and our society
as a whole. Everyone needs to be
remindedto stay focused and stay
alertin a busy time where we, with
theaidof technology,havebecome
our own worst enemies.? n

courteSy of

the BoStoN college Police dePartmeNt

Officers have been managing the sidewalksand handing out tips about sidewalksafety as part of their campaign.
at a crosswalk.

Although this advice is all very
basic, reiterating these commonly
citedtips is necessary in thehectic
modernworld.?Often times, we get
so caught up in our dailylives and
in technology,texting and listening
toour music, or talkingwith others,
that we don?t payattentionwhen we
step off a curb that is 20 feet from
a crosswalk and risk getting hit,?
Postellsaid.
BCPD will continue its educational enforcement campaign
in the upcoming weeks. ?We are
going to be partnering up with

both the Newton Police and the
Boston Police in the next couple
weeks around campus and on the
public streets surrounding campus
for an educational enforcement
campaign,? Postellsaid.This comes
in the wake of a similar successful
partnershiplast year, whereBCPD
teamed up with Newton police to
place an undercover police officer
in crosswalks as a pedestrian and
cite any drivers who did not yield
for this undercover officer. BCPD
will not be placing any officers
undercover next week, but it does
hope to continue to educate driv-

pedestrians, and bicyclists
about crosswalksafety as successfully as last year.
Postell and the BCPD believe
thatbicyclists play just as vitalof a
role in crosswalksafety as drivers
and pedestrians do.?Bicyclists are
consideredas vehicles,? Postellsaid.
?They must yield to pedestrians
in the crosswalk as well. They too
must be observant of their riding
style and habits. They have to be
awareof theirsurroundingsas well
as be predictable.Giving theproper
signals to stop and turn is crucial
for their overallsafety.?
ers,

POLICE BLOTTER

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

9/29/12-10/3/12

?If you were running for political office, what
would your campaign slogan be??

Saturday, September 29

quest for medicalaid at

3:40 p.m An officer ejected a student
for possession of alcohol at Alumni

7:13 p.m.

-

Stadium.

3:52 p.m. An officer filed areport regarding a non-Bc affiliate who was observed
-

urinating in public.

4:16 p.m.- An officer filed

a report re-

garding a non-compliant group of people
tailgating in the lower lots.

7:33 p.m. An officerfiled areport regard-

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

?Project Degree Completion? hopes
to guide millions to degrees by 2025

ON CAMPUS

Chambers Lecture Series: Tom Brokaw

3

UNIVERSITY

In a conference call on Tuesday, college presidents

Come see Harvard University
President Drew Gilpin Faust
address the Boston College
community on the topic of
scholarship.Faust willalsoreceive a SesquicentennialMedalin honorofher committmentto teaching
and scholarship.This is the first eventin the Sesquicentennial Speakers Series.

2
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o?Neill library.

An officer filed a report
regarding found property at Mcelroy
-

?Bring Stability Back to
America.?
?Marcos Darcy,
A&S ?l6

commons.

10:51 p.m.

An officer filed a report
regarding a suspicious circumstance at
Keyes Hall.
-

Tuedsday, october 2
12:57 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding lost property off campus.
-

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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-

ing a subject who was observed urinating
in the Mods.

Sunday, September 30

9:45

a.m.

-

An officer filed

a report

regarding harassing telephone calls at
Merkert chemistry center.

4:17 p.m.

-

An officer filed a report re-

2:57 a.m. An officerfiled areport regarding an assault and battery in the Mods.

garding a suspicious circumstance on
college road.

Monday, october 1

Wednesday, october 3

9:59 a.m. An officer responded to a re-

12:04 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a student at edmond?s Hall who was
transported to a medical facility by an

-

-

questfor medical aid at carney Hall.

12:33 p.m.
garding lostproperty
-

An officer filed a report reat Kostka

Hall.

12:42 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a fire alarm at the Yawkey
center.
-

cSoM ?l3

CORRECTIONS

ambulance.

1:44 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding a suspicious circumstance off
campus.
-

-

-

The Heights is produced by Bc
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and thursdays during
the academic year by
the Heights, inc.
(c) 2012. All rights reserved.

?Y Would You Not??
?Lyz Alexandre,

-

1:08p.m. An officer filed areport regarding lost property at lyons Hall.
4:02 p.m. An officer responded to a re-

?Where There?s a Will, There?s
a Ronnie?
?Ronnette Seeney,
cSoM ?l3

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?Joan Kwi ?She?s So Fly.?
?Joan Kwiatek,
GlSoe ?l4

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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21 going Healthy You augments insurance
on the
real world
BY BRIGID WRIGHT
Heights Staff

In 2010, Boston College?s
Human Resources department

partnered with several schools

develop away to
help their employees? moderate
healthcare with rising costs.
in the area to

BC paired with Tufts, Boston
University, Harvard, and several
other schools to benefit Univer-

sity staff.
At BC, the Human Resources
department partnered with
the Flynn Recreation Complex

MATT PALAZZOLO
A few nights ago, my roommate
turned 21. As an underage senior
living in the Mods,he endured an

unrelenting stream of insults and
pranks relating to his under-21 status. Once, after drivingto a liquor
store to pick up beer, I solemnly

informed him that minors were
not allowed inside, reminded him
not to talk to strangers, and locked
the car doorsas I went inside. At
the housingmeeting for Modresidents, I helpfully pointed out how
the disciplinary matrix contained
much harsher penalties for him and
recommendedthat hebe thesober
contact for registered parties, since
of course hewouldn?t be legally
allowed to drink anyway. As the
clock struck midnight on Tuesday,
and he triumphantly shot downmy
last half-hearted underage joke, I
pausedto reflect on what being 21
actually means.
The war against drinking
restrictions is over, and I have won.
During freshman year I would
have had to move mountains just
to obtain a handle of vodka.Now,
I can simply walk to the liquor
store, show my ID to the skeptical
cashier, and purchase enough beer
to fill a bathtub, though I?m not
allowed to actually pour thebeer
into a bathtub, since that would
violate theperfectly logicalcentral
source restrictions. With this
newfound freedom, though, comes
responsibility. As a Mod resident,
I can no longerrely on others to
throw parties and supply alcohol.
Instead,I must make weeklyruns
to the liquor store to

people become aware of their

?numbers,? like cholesterol and
blood pressure, and concentrate
on problem areas. The option of
providing health care coaches,
established in 2011, has also

encouraged employees to manage their health knowledgably
and responsibly.
This year, Healthy You plans
on focusing on getting associates active. Robert Lewis, associate vice president for human
resources, commentedthat they
were prompted to inspire an

active lifestyle because studies

and Harvard Pilgrim Medical
Insurance to developa wellness
program to make employees

show that as people age the key
to remaining healthy is physical
fitness.

aware of the resources available
on campus and to help them
create healthier lifestyles. The

This fall, the Walk Across
Campus joined with Healthy
You to start a friendly competition that encourages teams of
employees to be more active.
Forty-five teams comprised of
about 10 staff members will
compete in a nine-weekcontest
monitoring fitness progression

program is called Healthy You,
and has been growing extensivelywithemployeesin thepast
three years.
Healthy You, which is an entirely voluntaryand confidential
program,focuses on helping BC

through Fitbits.
Fitbits are high-tech pedometers that are designedto track
how many miles an individual
walks, how manycalories they
questionnaire for employees to burn, and even how many
take, consultation with a health flights of stairs they walk.
coach on campus to help focus Day to day achievements are
areas of concern for individuals, displayed by a flower graphic,
and is continuing to expandwith which grows each day as more
other programs.
progress is made. Individuals
The first year the questioncan wear a Fitbit while they
naire was offered, 2,000 emwalk or run, but they can also
spouses
parployees and their
log how much time they spend
ticipated. The questionnaire, doing different activities, such
as swimming, on the Fitbit
which is offered through Harvard Pilgrim, is designed to help website. Fitbit also sends messtaff members and their spouses
manage and maintain their
health. In past years, Healthy
You has offered an optional

sages of encouragement via
email, congratulating walkers
on taking 10,000 steps in a day
and inspiring them to walk more
tomorrow.

Caitriona Taylor, director of
campus recreation, commented
that the competition aspect is
getting more employeesexcited
about being active. ?Being a part
of a team encourages people,?
Taylor said. ?It gives people
more incentive to be active, but

also to help each other out.?
Although prizes for winning teams have not yet been
announced, categories such as
teams with outstandingprogress
in their fitness and teams with
?the most steps walked? have
been discussed as options.

Taylor
leaders have been a large
factor in the encouragement of
employees. In the spirit of the
Ignatian tradition of men and
women for others, the creation
of these Walk Across Campus
teams have encouraged less-fit
also said that the 45

team

people to become active, and
recognize those in the community who are dedicatedto their
health and helping other people

with theirwellness.
Both Lewis and Taylor mentioned that this year?s Walk
Across Campus, as well as
Healthy You in general,have exceeded their expectations. With
kick-off walks which started
last week and plans for closing ceremonies, Walk Across

Campus has more participants
competing than in many years
prior. n

GREEN CORNER

BC?s Farmer?s Market

If you?ve ever walked through
the plaza in front of Corcoran
Commons on a Thursday
afternoon between 3 p.m. and
6 p.m., you?ve probably seen
the Farmer?s Market. Farmer?s
markets are an excellent source
of fresh, locally grown produce
that both promote sustainability
and help support local farms.
Produce bought from a
farmer?s market is grown locally,
which means it?s fresh, flavorful,
and better for you thanfood that
has traveled long distances.
Shopping at a farmer?s
market lets you discover the
excitement of tasting produce
that is fresh and in season. It?s
a great way to learn about when
certain foods are at their peak
and how to prepare produce
that is at its best.
Many times, the vendors will
let you sample something before
you decide whether or not to buy
it. This is a great way to learn
about and taste new foods. If
you have questions about how
to cook a certain food, ask the
vendor he or she will probably
have some delicious recipes to
share.
By enabling farmers to sell
their produce at retail cost,
farmer?s markets help sustain
businesses and families in your
area, and provide a venue for
new and small-scale farms.
?

Real Food, Real Recipes
Real Food BC held a cooking
class earlier this month in their
garden. The video of the class
is available on their You Tube
channel. If you?re lucky enough
to get your hands on some
tasty butternut squash, try this
delicious soup recipe:
Yields 8 servings, 1 cup per
serving
90 calories per serving
2 tbsp olive oil
1 onion, diced
1 carrot, diced
1 celery stalk, diced
4 cups cubed butternut
squash
½
tsp

fresh thyme
4 cups low sodium chicken
broth
½
tsp salt
½
tsp pepper
Heat oil in a large pot over
medium heat, then add onion,
carrots, and celery. Cover and
cook until vegetables have
begun to soften and onion turns
translucent. Stir in butternut
squash, thyme, chicken broth,
salt, and pepper. Bring to a boil
then reduce to a simmer until
squash is fork tender. Puree
soup in batches in a blender or
food processor until creamy and
smooth. Enjoy warm.

CONSULTING PANEL FACILITATES NETWORKING

purchase what

seems like metric tons of Natty
Light, only to watchin horror as

party guests guzzle all of it by midnight and then devour everyscrap

of cereal and microwavablefood in
sight. Being 21 can be hard work at
times? but on the bright side my
walletfits easier in my pocket now
that those pesky wads of cash have
been removed.
Turning 21 is the last significant

birthday that brings complementary privileges as a present. The
18th birthday brings the ability
to vote, serve in the military,buy
scratch tickets and cigarettes,and
legally watchporn on the Internet.
The 15th or 16th birthday brings
the abilityto drive under various

your25th birthday doesn?t carry
the same excitement as buying
yourfirst, surprisinglystrong, rum
and Coke at Mary Ann?s. Just like
some of the excitement of Christmas faded awayonce I grewolder
and (spoiler alert) learned that
Santa Claus doesn?t exist, birthdays
will slowly become less exciting as
I move fartherawayfrom the thrill
of buying my first scratch ticket or
beer on my birthday and closer to
the horrifyingprospect of receiving
an AARP invitation as a birthday
present down theroad.
As ridiculous as it sounds, at
21 years of age I feel old. A couple
of weeks ago I was watching a
European soccer game on an
excruciatingly slow online stream.
As the announcers introducedthe
starting squads, I learned that one
of the superstars playing was only
20. My jaw dropped as I pondered

the difficultyof climbing to the
very top of competitive soccer
before turning 21. I then glanced
at myself, still clad in pajamas at
3 p.m. while eating ready-made
soup from a microwavablebowl,

and suddenly felt unworthyand
unaccomplished. As a freshman, the real world seemed light
years away. Now, as a 21-year-old

nervously glancing towardMay,
I am running out of time. Having
left the awkward ?legally an adult
but not considered one? phase of
18-20 years old, being 21 means
above allthat I should brace myMatt Palazzolo is a staff columnist for The Heights. He
welcomes comments at news@
bcheights.com.
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The ManagementConsulting Club?s annualConsulting Panel gave students the chance to learn about the
profession and network with consultants from firms such as Deloitte, PriceWaterhouseCooper, andGrant Thornton.

Garland reevaluates death penalty
BY BREANDAN COTTER
For The Heights
On Wednesday, Oct. 3, the
Boston College Law School and
the Clough Center for the Study of
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times. This form of capital punishoften in the form of public
spectacle, was necessary to retain
politicallegitimacyin those times.
ment,

The advent of the modernstate led
to a more institutionalizedandcoda colloquium on capital punishified judicial and political system.
This, in turn, brought about police
ment in the United States. David
Garland, Arthur T. Vanderbilt forces and other mechanisms that
Professor of Law and professor of effectively eliminatedthe needfor
sociology at New York University, capital punishment.
gave a lectured titled?Peculiar InGarland then turned his attenstitution: America?s Death Penalty tion to the U.S., where, he says, the
in an Age of Abolition.? Discussing death penalty exists as an ?anomathe research he conducted while lous, radical, local, and populist?
authoring a book with the same institution. The entire EU and most
name, Garland argued that the
nations with similar legal systems
death penalty as it exists in the U.S. haveabolished executions. Garland
is a ?unique cultural and historical proposed that the U.S. still carries
phenomenon.? He pointed out that them out becauseof the weight that
capital punishment has, in the past both state governments and the
300 years, gone from a ?cultural
electorate carry in the American
universal? to a ?violation of human political system.
?The specter ofracism begins to
rights.? The U.S.?s retention of this
institution contradicts the vast emerge with every empiricalstudy,?
majority of other liberal nations, Garlandsaid. Accordingto him, the
which Garland attributed to ?the
chances of a death sentence being
handed down rise dramatically if
very distinct brand of American
constitutionaldemocracy? afforded the victim is whiteor the defendant
to states by the Constitution.
African-American.
Garland spoke about the hisSuch a disparity, Garland artory of capital punishment and
gued, reflects the political nature of
described it as an institution that the judicial system absent in other
was inherently necessary in times
Western nations. He contended
when governments had less tanthat the willingness to execute is a
gible social control. When U.S. result of the power of the electorConstitutional Democracy hosted

citizens think of cruel and unusual
punishment as outlawed in the Bill

ate. He said that research shows

of Rights, they often think of the
draconianmethodsused to torture
and execute enemies in medieval

judges, the ones most responsible
for pursuing capital punishment,
?it is possible to trace the timings

that for district attorneys and

of executions to elections.?
Although European countries
may have abolishedthe institution,
Garland continued, it was not a
popular decision. Seventy-three
percent of French voters and 76
percent of British voters were in
favor of capital punishment the
year it was abolished.
?The power to punish, especially
in a lethal capacity, being given
to local authority is really rather
unusual,? Garland said, but not
surprising in a nation that ?never
succeeded in disarmingpopulation
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draconian junior operating restrictions. One of the first times I felt
like an adult was when my mother
finally allowed me to ride in the
front seat on my 13th birthday.
After turning 21, though, these
milestonesbecomenonexistent.
Renting a car for thefirst time on
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Huntsman shares campaign experiences
Huntsman, from A1
ing that this country is doomedfor
failure, or that the American people

forever consigned to division
like the world is today?red, blue,
MSNBC,FOX, Republican, Democrat,? he said.
are

Huntsman, who came onto the
national political scene last year
as a

candidatefor the Republican

nomination for president, quickly
gained support from prominent

politicians on both sides of the
aisle, from former president Bill

Clinton to Haley Barbour, former
governorof Mississippi. He earned
a reputation as being a moderate
conservative willing to put the
country?s concerns before party
politics.
Huntsman was introduced to
the Robsham crowd by R. Shep
Melnick, the Thomas P. O?Neill, Jr.
professor of American Politics in
the political science department.
Melnick, a Democrat, describeda
time last year when he was called
by a pollingagencyand asked about
the Republican field.
?The first question that I re-

president?? And again I gave the

into this game are pretty

dang low,?

eliminate corporate breaks, and

same answer.?

he said.
?I wasn?t able to make myself
into something I?m not, which is
what you do in primary politics,?
he said on his eventual loss.
He was also critical of the views
of many of the candidates on foreign policy, joking thatby the time

lower taxes on a revenue neutral
basis. The result, he said, wouldbe
an easily understandable, efficient
tax code, and the ability to cut the
nation?s debt.
Another question focused on
U.S.-China relations. Huntsman
began answering the question in
Mandarin, before switching to
English.
?The U.S. andChina have a marriage, and divorce isn?t an option,?
he said. He commented that he
was frustrated during the debates,
because candidates kept focusing
on leveraging and maneuvering,
rather than cooperating. ?[Everyone is] talking aboutwhat we do to

Melnick lauded Huntsman?s
success as governorof Utah, where
he was reelected to office with 78
percent of the vote, and left office with an 80 percent approval
rating.

Rather than giving a partisan
speech, Huntsman said his goal was
to reflect on what he learned while

campaigning for the Republican
nomination and describe how he
sees America progressing.
?My goal is to impart a couple

of thoughts that resonate, that are

Despite the dim current
state, Huntsman
repeatedly emphasized
his hope for the future.
relevant, that are consistent with
you, students, and your time in history,? Huntsman said. ?You?ve got a

great motto at this school?ever to

the debate moderators got to him,
America had already declared war
on five different countries. ?We

have to be honest with the American people about how the world
really works out there.?
After reflecting on the campaign, Huntsman spoke about
the current state of America. One
of his largest focuses was on the
economy, and he spoke at length
about America?s current debt

problems, which he sees as a ?ball

China, not what we do with China,
?cause you get a better applause line
if you say what you?re going to do
to China,? he said.
Huntsman, who lived in China
for almosttwo years as an ambassadorfor the Obama administration,

America?s ability
internationally. The
transition from skilled laborers
to automation, he said, is causing
structural unemploymentthatcandemonstratedhis strong handle on
not be solved easily.
Chinese politics and emphasized
During his lecture, Huntsman how important he believesthatnaand chain?

on

to compete

you?re always listed the United States? recovery,
thinking, always doing, always energy, Europe, and China as key
areas to focus on in thefuture years.
moving ahead.?
ceived was, ?Which Republican
He spokeabout his experiences ?These are the four most dramatic
on the campaign,ranging from his
candidatedo you think is most caand profound areas of change that
pable of improving the economy?? appearance on The Colbert Report will play out over the next four
and I answered Jon Huntsman,? to his time on the debatestage with years or few decades,? he said.
Melnick said. ?The second question the other Republican candidates.
After the lecture, Huntsman
was: ?What Republican candidate He equated the primary debates took questions from the audience.
do you think is most capable of to a ?game show,? pointing out the When asked what he would do if
handlingAmerican foreign policy?? absurdity in summarizing his views he had the opportunity to ensure
And again I answered Jon Huntson tax policy or nuclear weapons
one bill became law, Huntsman
man. Third question: ?What Rein 30 seconds. The gameshow was answered quickly that he would
publican candidate do you think not a high qualityone, according to focus on tax reform. He said he
is overall most capable of being Huntsman. ?The barriers for entry would remove all tax loopholes,
excel?which means

tion will be in the coming years.
Despite some laments, Hunts-

remained strongly optimistic
aboutthe future of America, andhe
made sure to instill in the listeners
a sense of responsibility for the
future of the country.
?You have a head start by being
here, make no mistake,? he said.
?You have a duty and an obligation
man

to take your brainpower and your

network and your connections, and
to plow it back into your communities and to somehow, some way,

make them a littlebetter.? n

mATT liber / fOr The heighTs

Jon Huntsman, former Governor of Utah, former Ambassador to China and
Singapore,and Republican presidential candidateaddressedBC on Tuesday.

Mosaic promotes discussion
Mosaic, from A1
son,? Laniado said, and therefore
takes into account every member
of Mosaic, whether of an ethnic
background considered a minority in popular culture or not.

Although women across the
world face challenges in their
attempts to break through the
glass ceiling, the nature of those
challengesvaries by regional and

cultural tradition.
?We?ve had a lot of different
ethnicities discuss the racial implications [of feminism] in their
country,? Laniadosaid. ?Our goal
is really to open the discourse
between cultures. We want to
challenge theseperceptions.?
In promoting such discourse,
Mosaic aims to hasten the ad-

of women of all ethnic
and cultural backgrounds, not
just at BC but across the world.
vancement

?We recognize that it can be
difficult to be proud of who you
are if there isn?t anyone like you
or anyone who?s had your experiences in the media or in your life,?
Bae said. ?We aim to be that for
people.?
The group meets twice a
month on Wednesday evenings,
and thoseinterested in participating in a Mosaic discussion group
should contact the WRC at wrc@

bc.edu.

n

Pulitzer winner speaks on career
800, from A1
Alex gAynOr

/

heighTs

sTAff

Americans for Informed Democracy hosted a panel discussion on President Barack Obama?s presidency Tuesday night.

Profs disagree on Obama?s record
Obama Panel, from A1
has contributed to the alienation
of several key American allies, a
deliberateand avoidable administrationalfailure.
As the discussions shifted to
healthcare, Landy and his fellow
panelists were similarly divided.
Obama?s healthcare plan, according to Wolfe, was a good one.

?[The plan] wouldaccomplish a sig-

nificant social objective:providing
medical insurance to people who
didn?t have it,? Wolfe said.?And yet
it would reduce the deficit ?by
bringing greater rationalizationto
government expenditures.?
Landy, however, did not echo
Wolfe?s faith in Obama?s legislation.

?Somewhere between half

a

trillion to 740 billion dollars has to
come out of Medicare?that means
reduced payments to physicians.?
Throughout the night, a friendly, respectful rivalry arosebetween

professors Landy and Wolfe, their

Obama?s foreign policy
proved to be a major
point of contention
among the panel
partisan affiliations thinly con-

cealed.
Their disagreement over the
fiscal loss or gain involved in the
healthcare plan was left unresolved?neither side yielded significant ground.
A question concerning the ef-

fectivenessof the bailouts changed
the focus of the discussion to the
economy and its role in the election.
?The crucial state of Ohio is
actually pretty much recovered

it was to spend the first few
months just listening and observing all of the lives that were
unfolding around her. In her

experience, the first few months
as an outsider in a community
were completely useless, since
she was learning more about her
own inadequacies thanabout the

people of the slum.

?In the beginning, I was a
freak attraction in Annawadi,?
economically,? Wolfe said. ?Jobs 800 said. ?They had not seen
are there, people see it, [and] they
many white women before.
attribute it to Obama. In that sense, They thought that I had gotten
you can?t talk about the national lost between the airport and the
economy?you have to talk about
high-end hotels that surround
the economy in various states, and it. Eventually, they got used to
on the groundthey look a littlebetmy presence, and then I spent
ter than some of the indicators.?
the next years following the
Landy again clashed with residents wherever they went,
Wolfe?s assertions, highlighting whether that was stealing metal
the incrediblylow job-seekingrate from the airport or teaching
and downplayingthe government?s kindergarten.?
role in therecovery.
Looking at the people thatshe
followed, she said thatshe wasn?t
While thinly veiled partisan divisions did surface at times during looking for the most exciting or
the discussion, the panelists maintained an air of objectivity. n

outrageous stories, but that she

just wanted to observe ordinary

people. Distilling the meaning

behind documenting what she
did, she said that she was looking for ?stories that illuminate
the nature of a changingsociety.?
While she describedmost people
she met as ?more affluent than
they had ever been,? there was

?I had fears about the
legitimacy of my work.
Was this something
legitimate for a white
Western woman to do??
-Katherine 800
Pulitzer Prize

still less social mobility than she
expected.
One of the people that she
followed was a garbage collector
named Abdul. She was amazed
that, as a garbage sorter, he was
able to lift a family of 11 above
subsistence living. When he was
accused of a crime, she had the

opportunity to delve into the
corruptionof the criminal justice
system in the slums.
Another aspect of her experi-

that stood out to her was
the role of women and children
in the communities. She noted
that, while most journaliststhere
were men, women and children
were having great impacts on
ence

their communities.

?Many of the men had given
up hope, but many of the women
and children had not,? 800 said.
?To the children, caste did not
They didn?t really know
the caste of theirfriends.?
In taking the time to understand people?s lives, 800 found
that the actions they took reflected the values they held in
ways that she did not expect.
She describedthe people as ?not
just subjects to be written about,
but co-investigators.? Turning
to the philosopher John Rawls,
she posed to the audience the
question that she asked herself
many times during her stay there:
?How would I design a society if
matter.

I didn?t know where I would be

placed in it??

n

Loughrin represents U.S. youth, BC at the United Nations
Loughrin, from A1

cluded professor Kathleen Bailey
of the political science department, talkedabout how, through

had to spend hours everyday finding water for themselvesand their
families.?I realized that,since I?m
interested in women?s education
and women?s empowerment, the
only way to address those issues
effectively would be to be more

public-private partnership, the

of women and girls in
Afghanistan could be addressed.
After the event, Loughrin, who
is editor-in-chieffor Al-Noor,
BC?s Middle Eastern and Islamic
Studies journal, took the opporup-to-dateon water issues. I think tunity to network by setting up a
they?re directly connected, and photo essay exchangewith female
sort of inextricably connected,?
students from the American unishe said.
versity in Afghanistan.
Besides the events that she
Loughrin said that one event
that stood out to her was the attended, Loughrin also had a
Concordia Summit, an annual private meeting with U.S. ambasconference set up by a nonprofit sador to the UN Susan Rice, a
organization. The topic of this lunch with Assistant Secretary of
year?s conference was partnership State for International Organiza-

between the public and private
sectors, and Loughrin observed a

panel that included ambassadors

from the Afghanistan delegation.
The roundtable, which also in-

status

tion Affairs Esther Brimmer, and
met with Under Secretary of State
for Democracy and GlobalAffairs
Maria Otero. ?I was so surprised
that so many of these leaders

willing to take not just five
minutes out of their day, but a
half an hour or an hour, to meet
with me as a youth delegate. So I
think it shows that the commitment to youth voices in the UN
isn?t just in name, I think they are
were

really excitedabout havingyouth
engaged, and it felt very genuine,
it wasn?t just photo ops
There
?

was a lot of substance in their
willingness to meet with me, and
to give me advice that I could give
to other young people about how
to prepare for a career in international affairs, and what are the
major issues thatthey see as being
the most important in the future,
what languages are the most important going forward, so lots of
really practical advice for all of us,

dependingon where we end up 10
or 20 years downthe road.?
Loughrin highlighted two
pieces of that advice which she

would pass on to BC students.
She stressed the importance of

learning a second and even a
third language?although BC has
a language requirement, she said,
many students don?t truly advance
to a level offunctional proficiency,
which is crucial in international
affairs. She also said that striving
to learn about disciplines outside
one?s own major is critical. ?So
many issues are so interconnected
that I think it?s important, whatever issue is important to you,

whetherit?s human trafficking or
global health or nuclear nonproliferation?every issue requires
you to engage with stakeholders
from so many different disciplines that it?s not enough to be
a student at BC and master your

department and know everyone
in your department but not work
with students and faculty in other
departments?it?s just not going to

enough for issues like climate
change and water security.
?You can be sort of reluctant
to talk to people at Boston College that know so much about
something that you don?t know
anything about, but that?s your
opportunity to ask them so many
questionsabout what they do, and
the thing is, everyone loves what
they do at Boston College, so I

be

don?t think that anyone is going
I think you
should use your four years here
to turn you away

?

really ask those questions and
learn aboutas many things as you
can outside of your major and
activities.?
The U.S. Youth Observerposition runs through June of 2013, so
Loughrin?s obligationsare far from
over. She goes back to New York
from Oct. 5-10 to speak at the
Third Committee of the UN and
draft resolutions with the other
to

40 youth delegates to the UN. In
December, she will travel to Washington, D.C. for a week to meet

other representatives from the
Department of State and speak at
different events. Loughrin will
also travelto differentUN associations across the country to speak
about her experienceand answer
questions about U.S. engagement
in the UN. A large portion of her
responsibility will be speaking at
schools?as she sees it, providing a tangible link between the
youth that she meets and people
like Hillary Clinton. ?You have to
engage the voting public and give
a compelling argument for why
the U.S. commitment to the UN is
more than just worthits money
it?s essential. I think it?ll be really
interesting to go to places where
people have reservations about
that, and also to break down some
of the misconceptions.? n
?
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Help

wanted

Help

Newton SKI/BOARD Shop
seeks P/T SHOP-Experienced
sales and backshop staff. Flexible hours, informal atmosphere,

some ski/equipment privileges,
indoor plumbing. Email Centreski@aol.com.

Earn up to $1,200/ month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank?s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.

wanted

Used bicycle wanted. Mild to
moderate use preferred. A bright
paint color is desired. Willing to
pay variable price but will also take
it off your hands for free. Please
contact carljones@yahoo.com if
interested.

Check out the B-Line at
theb-line.tumblr.com

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

EXPRESS

to New York City from

Alewife & Riverside Stations!

?

Departures from Cambridge's Alewife Station
Riverside Station

?

Stops in the heart of Manhattan

&

Newton's

-

Penn Station stop with connections to Long Island Railroad, New Jersey Transit,

NYC Subway and more
?

?

?

FREE Wifi service available on board
Comfortable, modern motorcoaches equipped with electrical
outlets and restrooms
Advance online booking discounts

Prices starting as low as $8.00!

Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.
Get your seat today!

LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass It On.

O
CONNECTED/

\

COMFORT

/

MEMBERS OF

\CONVENIENT
AMERICAN BUS ASSOCIATION

American Bus Association

855.888.7156 \u25ba www.gobusboston.com
THE FOUNDATION LM A BETTER LIFE
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY
?Look back over the past, with its changing empires that rose and fell, and you can
foresee the future, too.?

AD decision process
needs to be accelerated

-Marcus Aurelius (121-180), Roman

Delayed decision could make transition period for the new
Athletic Director stressful
Gene DeFilippo announced his
retirement as Athletic Director on
Aug. 17. Forty-eight days later, his
successor has yet to be named, a sign
that is likely not positive for Boston
College. DeFilippo stated that his last
day would be Sept. 30, and after that,
John Kane, senior associate athletic
director, would take over as interim
AD. Kane now has the interim AD tag,
though it is not clear how long he will
be holding that position. This week
Kane is attending the ACC Fall Business Meetingsin Boston, but it?s likely
that he is just acting as a figurehead
for the University. How many major
decisions is an interim AD allowed to
make, if any?
Leo Sullivan, vice president of Human Resources, who is heading the
AD search, told The Heights in Septemberthat he?d like to have a new AD
by Oct. 1, but that the process would
not be rushed. The committeeis certainly not rushing, but The Heights
believes thereneeds to be some sense
of urgency to hire the next AD soon,
if only for the health of the athletic
department. There is always a transition period when a new AD comes in,

which sometimes includes the firing
of personnel, and always includes the
building of new relationships. For
that reason, it is important that the
new AD be named soon so that this
transitionperiod can occur as swiftly
as possible. The fall sports schedule
is nearly halfway over, and the first
winter sport is set to begin tomorrow
night. Had DeFilippo?s retirement and
the subsequenthiring been made over
the summer, it may have provided an
easier transition. Instead, the new AD
will have to adjust on the fly once he
starts at BC.
There has been speculation that
the new AD will want to reevaluate
the football program and address
the issue of a struggling team. That
won?t be easy to do once the season
is almost over.BC plays its fifth game
of the season on Saturday, and unless
a new AD is named soon, there won?t
be much time to have a proper evaluation. The sooner that happens, the
better off all involved will be. While
the AD search shouldcertainly not be
rushed, we do feel it needs to be accelerated.BC needs to begin its next
era of athletics now.

Political debates a vital
tool for voter education
The Heights encourages students to watch national and
local debates to formulate an informed political opinion
Dealing with the many contradictory messages from presidential
candidates, local candidates, and
supporters or opponents of various
propositions can be especially overwhelming for students. The Heights
therefore encourages the Boston
College community to do some research and educate themselvesbefore
voting.
Debates are one of the best ways
for voters to get a sense of what each
candidate stands for and plans to
do if he or she is elected. The first
presidential debate took place on
Wednesday night, and there will be
two more presidential debates and
one vice presidential debate before
the elections in November. These
debates are televised on BC Cable
and availableas a live stream on many
political websites, which also often
provide detailedsummaries of the de-

bates the next day. With this in mind,
The Heights urges students to take
advantage of these many channels of
information in order to cast a well
informed vote, both in the national
and state elections.
The Heights also encourages students to pay attention to debates for
local elections. While many students
believe that their vote for president
does not matter because of the state
they are registered to vote in, their
votes in localelections are important.
There are numerous controversial
propositions and close senatorial
races on local ballots that could be
decided by a small number of votes.
Despite the distance, it is especially
important for students to stay up-to
date on these issues, and watching the
debates will only enhance individual
knowledge about local and national
politics.
-

WRC forum focuses on
?double glass ceiling?
Mosaic promotes productive discussion about education
and the workplace between women of all ethnicities
The Heights commends the Wom-

en?s Resource Center (WRC) for
founding the discussion group Mosaic. Mosaic, which is the brainchild of
Keun Young Bae, A&S ?l3, and Nicole
Laniado, CSOM ?l3, aims at supporting women of diverse backgrounds
through an open-ended forum that
meets twice a month.
The WRC has long provided needed and thought-provoking events to
the Boston College community, such
as Take Back the Night and Love Your
Body Week, and Mosaic is no exception. Before Mosaic, there was no
organized forum for AHANA women
to discuss personal challenges they
find in education and the workplace,
despite the proverbial ?double glass
ceiling? these women often face. The
Heights believes that Mosaic will be

a beneficial support group and a safe
space for female students to discuss
the challenges they may face when
entering ?the real world,? and since
the participants decide which topics to discuss, we also believe it will
helpwith potentialproblems in many
other areas as well.
We also laud organizers Bae and
Laniado for the welcoming environment they have created for Mosaic
participants by inviting all students
who regard themselves as diverse to
attend, even if they are not considered a ?minority.? By encouraging a
greater portion of the BC population to attend, Bae and Laniado have
undoubtedly increased the potential
for productive discussion and discourse among different ethnicities
and cultures.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
What side is Scott Brown really on?
Scott Brown?s

appalling attacks on Elizabeth War-

ren?s heritage are indicativeof a campaign on its last
legs, desperate to get back in the game by any means
necessary. Rather than engaging on substantive issues,
he has resorted to condescension and personal attacks in an effort to distract Massachusetts voters from
his party-line, anti-working families votes in the U.S.
Senate. At a time when millions of people are looking
for a trustworthy advocate in Washington, it is simply
unconscionable that Brown should use personal attacks

avoid honest critique of his record.
But then again, if I had Brown?s record, I?d probably be doing the same thing. Brown has famously
proclaimed, ?from the road,? that he?s for us. But, as
to

Warren asked numerous times without a true response,
what does he mean by that? Whose side is he on? Is he
on the side of teachers? Unlikely, given that he voted
against S. 1723, which would have created 6,500 education jobs in Massachusetts. Is he on the side of small
business? Again, his vote against S. 493, which would
have expandedaccess to Small Business Association

funds for Commonwealthbusinesses, begs to differ
(interestingly, he co-sponsored the measure before
eventually joining the radical GOP in voting against
cloture). Is he on the side of women? His votes against
tabling the Blunt Amendment and against cloture
on the Paycheck Fairness Act deliver a resounding,
unequivocal no. Scott Brown may say he?s for us, but
he certainly doesn?t mean working people, smallbusinesses, or women. So whose side is he on?

Again, his record speaks volumes on this question.
He had two opportunities to end subsidies to big oil,
companies that make hundreds of billions in profits and
pay little in taxes, and voted to protect theirbottom
line. He had an opportunity to ensure that billionaires
paid at least the same tax rate as their secretaries, and
he voted to protect their bottomline. He had an opportunity to give tax breaks to 98 percent of Massachusetts
families, paid for by a slight surtax on millionaires, and,
unsurprisingly, he sided with wealthy interests, against
98 percent of working families. Scott Brown is pro-welfare?as long as it goes to corporations and wealthy individuals, not those who truly need it?and he?s proven
himself willing to leave the middle class out to dry in
service of the most privileged in our society.
There is a true choice for Massachusetts families in
this election. We could choose a man who has campaigned on insults and deceit, whose votes expose him
as an

ideologueuncommitted to making progress and

giving people the opportunities they?ve earned. Or we
could move forward, and elect a woman who has dedi-

cated her life to fighting for working people. She knows
that they don?t want handouts, just a system that isn?t
rigged against them and a representativewho will fight
passionately on their behalf. The distinction is clear, the
choice simple: look at Scott Brown?s record and decide
which candidate is truly for us.

Evan GoldstEin
CSOM ?l6

What do you think?
Write your own letter to the editor.

2
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted
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Outside the comfort zone

Thumbs
Up
Columbus Day Weekend-

Friday kicks off the first break
of the school year: the break
where freshmen weep with
joy after returning to their
real beds for the first time,
where sophomores can?t wait
to remind their high school
friends how ?college? they
really are, and seniors and

juniors just use it as an excuse

for an extra day of drinking.
Although it?s horribly politically incorrect to say so, we
wish everyone a happy Columbus Day.
Love amidst politics- Love
him or hate him, you still got
to give him props for maintaining a seemingly healthy

relationship with his wife.

Yesterday, Barack and Michelle Obama had their 20th
wedding anniversary. They
weren?t able to celebrate due
to thepresidential debate, but

Obamastill managedto make
it a little special by tweeting,
?Twenty years ago today, I
married the love of my life
and my best friend. Happy anniversary, Michelle,? to his 20
millionfollowers.Thumbs up
for keeping the spark alive despite having the most stressful
job in the United States, and
quite possibly the world.
GangnamStyle, done prison

style- Remember the Filipino
prison that made that music
video to ?Thriller?? Well they
are back at it, choreographing
a dance to the viral hit ?Gangnam Style.? Due to the success
of their original debut, the inmates are cheered on by a vivacious crowd. Also, Thumbs
up, Thumbs downwouldlike
to pose a question: are the
prisoners surrounding the
?lead singer? female inmates
or just men with ponytails?
Email your response to opin-

PATRICK ANGIOLLIO
I need a new pair of shoes. You see,
a chunk of my shoe?s sole was missing.
Somewhere between waiting in line at the

Royalenightclub in Boston, entrenched
in a crowd of black shirts, pants, and
hair (ranging from long and straight, to
shark-fin Mohawk, to buzz-cut), tattered
Converse sneakers and the pervasive nose
ring or ear gauge,and sitting in my dorm,

soaked through with sweat?most of
which was probably not mine?l had lost
a chunk of my right shoe. So went my first
punk concert.
Now, I?m not sure if you could gather

this from thelittle photo of me which
they put just above my name, but I?m kind
of a classic rock guy: REO Speedwagon,
Creedence ClearwaterRevival, Bob Dylan.
I dabble in some traditionalclassical
music as well. Admittedly,I occasionally indulge in some Gregorian chant of
French Cistercian monks when I?m trying
to be a bit more contemplative (whether it
works out for me, I won?t say). Even if you
could not judge these music tastes from
my photograph, I can probably assume
you never would have pegged me for a
listener of punk rock. You know, all those

bands whose names begin with ?The? followed by something, generally speaking,
inane or seemingly inexplicable(what?s
a Menzinger, after all?). Yes, those guys.
Not so much the head-bashing, eardrumpiercing music of those hardcore punks as
much as the garage-bandfeeling of some
of the more popular, though still very underground,punk bands. I find something
like my good friend?s home there?l get
along well, but am not entirely comfortable with my surroundings.
This can be said for a number of things
throughout our lives. All those uncomfortable middleschool plays, with their
infamous ?Romeo and Juliet kiss? scenes
that stir up an awkwardnessso pungent it
can be shared by the pubescent preteens
and their parents alike. Or how about
little league sports? No one wants to be
the guy stuck in outfield, because an overwhelming majority of batters can?t even

solve this together.

Thumbs
Down
Cornell Library lustin?News has just broke of a

Cornell student who made an
amateur porn videoof herself
in the school?s engineering library. Yes, she is in broad daylight, yes, there is some poor,
unsuspecting guy sitting a few
tablesbehind her, and yes, we
shudder to think of theunfortunate Lysol-wipeless person
who innocently sat down in
that chair after her. Guess
Karen Owens and Swiffer Girl
have some company.
Celebrity feuds we really
don?t care about on horrible
TV shows- There are al-

ready videos floating around
of Mariah Carey and Nicki
Minaj tearing each other?s
heads off on American Idol.
Since we doubteither of them
are fighting about anything of
substance, we dreadthe incessant tabloid coverage of the

already insufferable American
Idol. Also, we feel terriblefor
Keith Urban. Can you imagine
being stuck in the middle of
those two?

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Follow us
@BCTUTD

?

things in our sleep, we?re so used to them.
So why, then, do we do it? Why the
human embraceof the pervasiveuncomfortable-ness that so often undergirds
many of life?s biggest steps? I think the
answer might be twofold:First, those
eminently awkward situations, yes, those
first time-last time moments you?ve
had throughout your life, each of these
prepares you for the next. In a sense,
nothing beats the old adage spouted by
Army drill sergeants: ?It builds character,
maggot!? And the second is not without
the first?that many of the uncomfortable situations we are thrown into,
in time, or after reflection, grow into
something amazing. And thus we reap
the rewards. Those uncomfortablefirst
few speeches at debatetournaments,
where you stammer like Forrest Gump,
and are so choked up that you end up
spraying your judgewith spittle, evolve
into state-wide championship competitions where you envelop an audience in
your oratory and grasp their attention

with an eloquence that wouldfrighten
Cicero so much, he?d have to change his
name to Trepidus. I think this is thereal
answer to the peculiar human affinity for
the uncomfortable?that in enduring,
we will be rewarded. That a good comes
of something initially off-putting. That
there is a light at the end of the tunnel, to
use another cliche. However you put it,
it?s something of a play on hope, a hope
for something better. Perhaps, in some
debased, imperfect way, a reflection of a
greater hope for something even better
than anything we can imagine here and
now. Because we all want what?s best
(or at least better) for ourselves and our
closest loved ones. Thus, if I do this, do it
well, stick it out, and stay with it right to

the end, I will get what I deserve.
Now, I can?t say that this note on the
human spirit is what will bring me to my
next punk concert, regardless of how out
of place or uncomfortable I will be among
the smoke, piercings, or moshing, but I
think something of it is detectable even in
that experience,as it is in every experi-

tended]. And in reality, our peers are just
that?peers. So why do we feel the need
to suck up to every being

that passes
through the Quad?
What happened to real relationships
at BC? Hillside is crammed with people,
just like you, making small talk to keep
up that relationshipwith the girl you
had Spanish with freshman year,because

KRISTY BARNES
The one phrase heard around the
Heights more than ?all I want is some
Chobani? may be the infamous and
impersonalfalse promise of ?let?s catch
up sometime!? Networking at Boston
College is an art, a legitimatemajor, and
an arduous skill that must be mastered. It can be seen in the way clubs
solicit members, retreat groups plead
for meal plan money, and how seniors
grovel at the career fairs. With freshman
CSOMers already making personalizedbusiness cards (which, mind you,
simply say ?John Smith, Boston College
Student?), it?s hard not to feel as though
you need to be throwing your own name,
in some form or fashion, at everyone
who walks by. What if that?s your future
boss, or the person who will land you
that life-changing internship at Deloitte?
Honestly, I hope you have your running
shoes on, because it?ll take all you?ve
got to restrain your urges to chase them
down.
While we are in no way as viciously
competitive as The Big Red (rumor has it
those are the kids ripping out the pages
of each others? books), there certainly
is a competitive vibe here on campus,

especiallywhen it comes to networking.
We need to be the most-known, have
the best reputation, and be seen as the
student with the most potential. Sure,
it?s a known fact that BC is full of type-A
students, but do we all need to be A plus
students, all the time? BC professors
don?t even give out A-pluses, no matter
how many times you go to Professors
and Pastries to ?butter them up? [pun in-

Lecture Hall

after all, she?s in CSOM and bound to
make double whatever job you land
with your inferior non-pre-professional
degree. We become too busy grabbing
lunch, dinner, and meals we make up
(which then we have to go Plex off) to
fit in everyone we have to meet with
that day. What is the real pay off of this
networking? Connections to off-campus

parties, or more importantly, internships
and jobs? Are these connections really
worth sacrificing the intimate relation-

ships that we are supposed to be forming

here? I love a goodnight on Foster as
much as the next BC biddie, but I also
like to be able to watch Batman on a
Tuesday night with people I know won?t
hate me for quoting every line.
Don?t get me wrong: I do not underestimate or intend to undermine the importance of networking. I realize it has
benefits and can help us advance in our
social lives and careers. I?m not saying
that ignoring people is better than saying
hello, but what are our motivations in
just saying hello? I just ask that we, as
a student body, step back and question
what are we doing?and if it is in excess.
Are we pretending to care about people
for selfish reasons? Are we asking our
history professor how she is because
we care about her, or the grade we are
going to get on the next paper? Are we
grabbing lunch with the girl down the
hall because she?s simply fantastic, or
because she has connections in 4Boston?
This quality of a BC student is as
permanent as the Mods?and though I
am not complaining, lets be real, those

BY PAT HUGHES

As Isit in O?Neill basking in the glow of a

great weekendand the completionof myfirst
midterm, I feel compelled to make, and write
about,what might be an unpopular argument.
Let me lay it out for you here: Parents? Weekend is the bestweekend at Boston College,
andthis is why. But first, let me addressany
naysayers. Yes, St. Patrick?s Day is a riot, the

first weekendback withoutthe responsibilities
ofschool is a blast, Marathon Mondayisn?t a
weekendso if we?re going to get technical here,
it doesn?t count, andfor those ofyou that don?t
know me, you can be rest assured that not a
singleperson enjoys Halloween more thanI
do.However, none of theseweekends can hold
a candle to thefun and excitement ofParents?
Weekend.As freshmen, it comes at just the
right time, threeweeksin, when no one?s estab-

lished enoughto feel like they?re at homeyet,
andfor those of us who come from far away,
right in the midst of the homesickreality that is
thefirst couple weeksof dormlife. Sophomore
year Parents? Weekend is the perfect opportunity to exhibit to yourparents how much you?ve
grownand learned. Restaurantreservations
are not hastily madewith random hallmates
at the suggestion ofwhichever of your friends
are from nearby, andknow whereto go, and
noone is a first-timer anymore. By sophomore
year,relationships havebeen established to the

point thatparentsmight be makingplans of

their own with other parents, and you?ve been
inBoston just long enoughto have a couple
frequented haunts you?ve been itching to share
with someone. Junior year is a whole other
ball game,bringing with it the excitement of
entertaining at off-campus housesand apartNewfoundhosting skills are practiced
on parents eager to enjoy, no matter whatthe
cost, even when it means running out at the
last minute to get propane because no one
knew the tank was empty, and eating hotdogs
on hamburger buns because someone forgot to

Patrick Angiollio is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at

pick upboth, (not thatI speak from experience

of the episode (I know, I?m pretty smart):

Little Bear has to cope with the uncomfortable situation of dealing with change
in a relationship with one of his friends.
Yadda, yadda,yadda. We can write these

ZOE LAKE

of discomfort on whateverlevel.
I?m still going to get a new pair of shoes,
though. Whether that has anything to do
with my humanness, I can?t say now.
ence

opinions@bcheights.com.

Neurotic networkers

ions@bcheights.com. We can

Political guru Jon Huntsman on campus- On Tuesday,
the former Governor of Utah,
Ambassador to China, and
presidential candidate spoke
at Boston College. We could
not personally be there, but
we?ve heard from many that
he was exceptional in his
visionary ideas about the
U.S. and China?s relationship.
Here?s to hoping that he will
remain in the political world
a little bit longer.

hit that far, and the only action you do see
is that one chance hit to the outfield (we
won?t suspect steroids, yet; still just a little
too young) which takes you so much by
surprise that the ball ends up bouncing
in front of you, ricocheting at the perfect
trigonometric angle that it couldn?t go
anywhere else but your groin (There are
many reasons I did Speech & Debate in
High School and am now a columnist
on The Heights). And don?t even get me
started on high school dances or picking dodge ball teams in gym. And forget
flights to Israel altogether.
So why do we do this to ourselves? It
certainly is a human phenomenon, seeking after uncomfortable situations. Just
look at one of those inspirational posters
you find littering the walls of the overbearing, crookedlysmiling, wears-toomuch-lipstick-for-an-all-guys-high-school
guidance counselor?s office. My personal
favorite: ?Life begins at the end of your
comfort zone.? The last time I checked,
life began at conception but maybe
that?s semantics. Undoubtedly,though, we
push ourselves, our peers, and our children to ?try new things,? ?test our limits,?
and ?have different experiences.? I?ve never heard of another animal that persists in
such seeming sadism, with something of a
masochistic mentality. You?ve never heard
of a boy chimp bashfully asking out a girl
chimp, or of a Momma wildebeest leaving
her young at the local watering hole for
the day so as to make new friends. Nature
just works on a differentprogram.
We may project this phenomenon onto
animals in cartoons or storybooks, but
no such thing is natural to theirrealm.
Books like the Berenstain Bears and
shows like Franklin teach our young that
being uncomfortableis a natural emotion,
a human quality that they will time and
again encounter in life?among the many
other important things like brushing your
teeth and counting to 10. In fact, I was
waiting in a Radio Shack two weeks ago,
trying to trade in phones?an experience
whichracked up a total of 10-plus hours
of my life over the course of three weeks,
at four differentstores?and one of the
sample televisionshad an episode of Little
Bear running on it, and no sooner had it
started than I realized the entire premise

Parents?
Weekend

things are here for life. I have more hope
in the football team winning against
Notre Dame than in people giving up
their hyper-networking ways. We need
it, we thrive off it, and it?s as simple as
that.
Much like the Mods, I feel that people
want this quality to be permanent. It?s
easy and comfortable. How much effort does it take to shoot out a friendly
Facebook message every two or three
weeks just to keep your name floating
in someone?s head? We love to put on
the facade of being best friends with
everyone that walks by, but in reality you
text themless than you text your mom,
who doesn?t even know whattexting is.
It?s easier to keep surface relationships
than to put the effort into forming five or
six close bonds. We all feel great when
we are able to say ?hi? to 20 people when
walking from Devlin to Mac. It makes us
feel good, popular, and liked. But there
is something special about those close

relationships. These are the people who
want you to succeed,

who are really will-

ing to help, and who will write you that

kickass recommendation.They know
you for both your strengths and your
weaknesses, and they care. They are the
ones you can count on to grab you late
night when you are writing an English
paper, to hold your hand (and your body)
as you stumbleback to Vanderslice Hall,
and to give you that warm hug when
you are homesick. So next time you are
booking your iCalfor lunch in Eagle?s
Nest three weeks down theroad with
that kid who sits two rows behind you
in math, pause and remember a bit of
wisdom from both me and my ancient
friend Plautus: ?Nothing but Heaven
is better than having a friend, who is

really a friend.?
Kristy Barnes is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

ments.

or anything). When senior year finallyrolls

around, it?s universally understoodthat Parents?
Weekend is kind of a big deal. With most
students havingreached the legaldrinking age,
senior year invites a whole new level ofParents?
Weekend entertainment. Pair the availabilityof

theMods with the availabilityofbeer paidfor
by mommyand daddydearest, andyouhave
yourself a recipe for success.
Ihave a theory that I won?t pretend to
have invented, but will cite nonethelessbecause
I think it is a good one: Nine times out of 10,
any act of cross-generationalgatheringwill be
more fun than not. Weddings,bar mitzvahs,
graduationparties, and yes, Parents? Weekend,
are all examples of cross-generationalgatherings at their finest. Sure, a Fridaynight at Mary
Ann?s on any given weekend usuallywarrants
a good time had by all, but what?s more fun
than a Friday night at Mary Ann?s with your
parents, your friend?s parents, BC alumni, and
siblings? Not much. Maybe a Parents? Weekend
boat-cruisearound Boston Harbor endingin a
cross-generationaldance floor, and man overboard, but even that?s a stretch. Tell me what?s
more thrilling than hosting the post-game
party at your mod, ending with yourfreshmanyear-roommate?s uncle screaming the lyrics
to ?Call Me Maybe,? while standing ona table,
ceiling-slappingwith the bestof them? Is there
a sweeter sight than alumni dadsreminiscing
over Natty Lights aboutthe days of Mod-yard
whiffle ball gamesback whenthere were no
University-providedgrills or picnic tables?
Does anyone have as muchfun as the younger
cousins and siblingsplaying mud footballon
Shea afterthe Parents? Weekend game?
And is there any greater time hadthan
by collegestudentsreunited after weeks of
separation from their parents over a bigger and
better mealthan theywill eat for months, paid
for in full, andfollowed by dessert? If you have
a clearer idea of happiness, please let me know,
because maybe I?m missing something,but
I?ve never enjoyedanythingmore than hosting
my parents and friend?s parents thisweekend.
Even though it meant literallydragging them
out thedoor at midnight on Saturday insisting
that yes, the party was over, nowe could not go
anywhereelse, and please, would theyplease,
get out.

The Mods on Sundayseemed to be darker
and more dismalthanusual post-weekends,
andwhile pessimists couldchalk up to the
rain, I can?t help but think thateveryone?s heart
sunk a little like mine to see theparents go.
This Monday, I exchangedsleepysmiles with
friendsexhaustedfrom three days of non-stop
entertaining, followedby a host of swapped inquiries regarding wheneachothers? parents left,
concernsas to whether they had had fun, and
usuallyending with some sense of pride felt in a
hosting jobwelldone. Maybe Parents? Weekend
isn?t your favoriteweekend at BC, but I?ll bet
you it is for your mom and dad, and at the end
of the day, I think we can allstand to sacrifice
two days a year to the peoplewho?ve sacrificed
so muchfor us. At least that?s the way Ifeel, and
Idon?t think my mom and dadwould disagree.
Zoe Lake is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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BOSTON COLLEGE AT ARMY
KEYS TO THE GAME

boston

college

1. Convert on third down
2. Figure out the triple option
3. Play for 60 minutes

army

O-Line has opportunity to solidify at Army
Football, from AlO

Black Knight defense is allowing 242.5 rushing yards
per game,whichranks 115 th in collegefootball.
?I think we?ve had opportunities against everyteam
we?ve played,? White said. ?But Army?s defense puts
them in a little bit of a bind in the run game. They
struggle size wise. They?re going to try to move around
a lot, which can open up some seams. We have a real
opportunity to if we can block the right guys, we?ll
be in good shape.?
While BC?s passing offense ranks 13th in the
country with 330 yards per game,the rushing offense
ranks all the way down at 116 th in the country with
84.5 yards per game. The offensive line sees that as
its problem, and the front five are looking to change
that this weekend.
?If you want to be a good O-Line, you got to be
able to doboth [protect the quarterbackand block the
run],? White said. ?We have people that are great pass
?

1. Milk the clock on offense
2. Perfect the triple option
3. Shut down Alex Amidon
players to

watch

boston college

protectors and people that are great run blockers. But

game.?

we need everyone to be great at both.?

important as our passing

Chase Rettig, who has been the biggest benefactorof
the offensive line?s play this season, knows his linehas
made impressive strides in protecting him and believes
it can do the same for improving the run game.
?I think all the guys up front have a really good

Establishing the run game early on will only help
out the passing game as well.
?We?re going to have to work really hard this
week, and if the run works during the game, then
obviously we?ll use our strong suits and throw play
action,? Rettig said. ?If you?re running the ball a lot,
and you?re successful at it, then you?re going to get
teams coming up on run fakes and you?re going to
have play action, you?re going to have voids, you?re

motor, so they can

do both [protect the quarterback
andblock therun],? Rettig said.?Obviously we?ve been
working on our running game a lot more, just so we
can have a littlebit more success in the running game.
That?s me, that?s the offensive line, that?s the running
backs, that?s guys blocking downfield?it?s everyone
in that picture.?
Facing an Army defense that has been susceptible
to giving up heavy amounts of rushing yards, Rettig
said he is lookingforward to getting the offenseflowing on Saturday, which starts with the run game.

?I think [an improvedrushing game]will help a lot,?
Rettig said. ?Obviously we?re pretty good at throwing
the football, but there?s going to be a gamewhere you
need to run the football. The running game is just as

going to have windows.?
X?s and O?s aside, it all comes down to pride at
the end of the day.The offensive line has prepared all
year to protect Rettig and block for the run?just the
way plenty oflinemenbefore them always did so well.

White knows that he and his teammates on the front
linehave a traditionto uphold?or regain, really?and
they?ll take Saturday as another shot to do that.
?This is O-Line U to [the BC alumni], and we
haven?t lived up to that yet,? White said. ?We got to
get there again.? n

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

offense
Alex Amidon
Weight: 220
Height: 6? 0?
Position: WR
Year: Jr.

defense
Kevin PierreLouis
Weight: 215
Height: 6? 1?
Position: LB
Year: Jr.
DAniel lee

/

heighTs

eDiTOr

Sean Sylvia, who had a strong performancein last week?s Clemson game with 12 tackles and an interception, says the defense needs to step up and help the offense win games.

army

BC preparing for a different kind of offense

offense
Trent Steelman
Weight: 207
Height: 6? 0?
Position: QB
Year: Sr.

Going into this game, the BC coaching staff has
personal experiences on how

BY JONO KEEDY
For The Heights

some knowledge from

The United States Army will test the durability
of the Boston College defense on Saturday by possessing the ball for the majority of the game. On
average, Army holds the ball for a little more than
32 minutes per game, one of the longer averages in
the country.
?The [Army] offense is always on the field, so I
expect Coach [Bill] McGovern to change us in and
out to give us enough break,? said linebackerKevin

Army operates.
?Coach [Frank Spaziani] has been in the Naval
Academies, and he knows how it operates over there,
so I think we have a good game plan going in,? said
cornerback Sean Sylvia.
Given therecent performances of their defense, the
Eagles hope to turn everything around this weekend
against Army at West Point.
Pulling Its Weight

After therecent displaysof BC?s offense, thedefense
feels as if it is not pulling its weight.
?I think we need to start pulling our weight and
offense recently, the Eagles? defense will stillbe challenged with a different form of offense. Not only taking more ownership over stopping people, being
does Army play quickly, but it also plays with many more precise, practicing better, and taking a more
options?the Black Knights? offense often lines up to serious approach,? Sylvia said. ?A lot of guys still don?t
the ball in a T shape, having three different options know what it?s like to win a lot of games.?
The Eagles? offense has averaged 415 yards per
for where the ball could go. Nevertheless, the BC
defense has found ways to prepare for this tactical game, whereas the defense has allowed an average of
28 points per game.
maneuver.
?We have to put more work in,? Sylvia said. ?Guys
?Everyone has an assignment,? Pierre-Louis said.
?We?ve been practicing some reps without a ball to are starting to get that bad taste of losing in their
makesureguys havebeen going to theirassignment and mouths, so we?re preparing hard, we?re practicnot just following theball. And making sure our mind ing hard, but the offense has been scoring points,
is toned into what we have to do every snap because and we have to start taking ownership and being
Coach[McGovern] said, ?it takes 11 guys to beat a team more responsible for getting off the field on third
like Army.? We are going against the U.S. Army. If one downs?which is what we struggle doing?and doing
our jobs. The offense is doing their job, and we have
guy messes up, that couldbe six [points] easily.?
Pierre-Louis.

defense
Nate Combs
Weight: 216
Height: 6? 1?
Position: LB
Year: Sr.

outcomes

boston college
will win if...
It can establish its running
game against the Army D,
and the BC defense can get
off the field on third downs.

army
will win if...
It dominates the pace of
the game and confuses the
BC defense with its unique
triple option offense.

for live game
coverage follow
us on twitter
@bcheightslive

Despite playing many teams with a fast-paced

weight.?
this season, the wheelshave fallen off of the
defense multiple times. For example, this past weekend
against Clemson, the BC defenseallowed 21 points in
the second half. In thegame against Miami, it allowed
20 points in the second half. In order to turn the team
around, the Eagles defense will need to start helping
out the offense bypulling its own weight.
to pull our

So far

A Unique Opponent
Going into this game, BC does not view Army as
just any other opponent?theyrespectfully view them
as the U.S. Army, those who are willing to give their

lives for our country.
?I have the utmost respect for these guys,? Sylvia
said. ?I have friends in the military. I can?t imagine
what it?s like. What we think we do is tough, but what
they do is 10 times [tougher], and that is why a lot of
our guys respect them.?
The quote circulating the locker room this week,
uttered by Nick Clancy, is, ?We have to outwork the
United States Army thisweek.? Theseplayers havebeen
programmed to do what they are told,to respond with
?yes sir, no sir, no excuse sir,? and to take out anyone
who stands in the way of their goal.
?They are not going to mess up,? Sylvia said.
?They are going to be a very good operation. They?re
not going to be sloppy. If their coach tells them to
line up two yards outside the hash, they will be
there.? n

Scoring off the charts in ACC
Column, from AlO
conference shows that this weekend was
no fluke. Florida State, the ACC?s top team,
averages 51 points and over 544 yards per
game. Overall, there are nine teams in the
conference that average over 400 totaloffensive yards per game, while seven teams
average over 30 points per game.
What do these changes in football and
the league mean for us, you might ask? Not
much, really. The sport has become more
electrifying to some extent.Fans would
probably rather see the high-flying acrobatics of a widereceiver making a one hand,
toe-dragging catch in the back corner of

the end zone than a defensive end bull rush
through the doubleteam, rip through the
left tackle?s block and hit the quarterbackfor
a sack. I personally, however, think it?s more
exciting to see those lowscoring games
when the offensive coordinators are dueling
to find some sort of crack in an otherwise

unbreakable defensivefront.
Even from an offensive standpoint, it
seems that this development is occurring
at all levels of football. During my early
years of high schoolfootball, our coach

would push the isolationrun, and tellus to
use sheer force against the defense. As my
career continued, I saw the implementation

of the spread offense, and the weaning out
of power football.
Why do I bring up this transformation
of the nation?s most watched sport? I think
it is timely because of how wellBC?s offense
hasbeen performing thisyear, as well as
this season?s divergencefrom head coach
Frank Spaziani?s usual focus on the defense.
BC hasrecently sent a number of defensive
players into the professional ranks. Guys
likeLuke Kuechly, Mark Herzlich, Alex
Albright, BJ Raji, and a whole host of former
Eagleshave earned their wayonto NFL
rosters. Now, however,for the first time in a
long time, the defense is the weakness of the
team. Rettig, widereceiver Alex Amidon,
and the rest of the offensehave performed
admirably, while the defense has seemed out
of sorts. One has to wonderwhether or not

this can be attributed to the coaching staff?s
realization that the sport now starts with
a good offense, rather than the traditional
view that defense trumps all. No matter
what,BC is staying on par with the sport?s
metamorphosis, and will hopefully reap the
rewards in the near future.

Chris Marino is the Assoc. Sports Editor

for The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.
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Chase Rettig is benefitingfrom playing quarterbackin a pass-heavy conference.
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EDITORS? PICKS
The Week Ahead

Standings

Football travels to Army and men?s
soccer heads to Wake Forest on
Saturday. Women?s soccer has a
top-25 matchup with UNC on the
road. Women?s ice hockey open
up their season with BU at Conte.
The Rangers host the Orioles in the
AmericanLeague play-in game.

Recap from Last Week

Austin Tedesco

13-7

Greg Joyce

12-8

Chris Marino

12-8

Heights Staff

12-6

Game of the Week

Football couldn?t upset Clemson.
Men?s soccer got back on track
against the Wolfpack, while women?s
soccerfellto Pepperdine.Field hockey defeated the Blue Devils. Europe
overcamea significant deficit on the
final dayof competitionto top the U.S.
in the Ryder Cup.

Women?s Hockey

Guest Editor:
Joseph Castlen

Boston
University

Asst. Graphics Editor

vs.

Boston
College

The No. 4 BC women?s hockey team kicks
off their season at home against No. 6 Boston University. The Eagles are coming off a
Frozen Four appearance last season, but they

?I love America, God,and country.?

Greg Joyce
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games
Football:BC at Army
M. Soccer: BC at No. 15 Wake Forest

Chris Marino
Assoc. Sports Editor

Austin Tedesco
Asst. Sports Editor

Asst. Graphics Editor

BC

BC

BC

Army

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

BC

UNC

BC

UNC

BC

BC

BC

BU

BC

Orioles

Rangers

Orioles

Orioles

W. Soccer:No. 13BC at No. 14 NorthCarolina
W. Hockey: No. 4 BC vs. No. 6BU
MLB Play-in Game:Orioles at Rangers

were knocked out in the semifinals. This
year?s squad returns 19 players, including
star sophomores Alex Carpenter, Emily Field,

Joseph Castlen

and Emily Pfalzer. BU is led by the ?female
Sidney Crosby? of college hockey, MariePhilip Pouil, who earned rookie of the year
honors last season.

Fri. 7:00 p.m. Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Amidon keeps running
Unstoppable, from

AlO

the track with the idea that Amidon
should run six 400s, but when Amidon
out to

had completed his circuit, he didn?t look
tired yet.
?Why don?t you do another one,? his
father would say.

?Okay,? Amidon would respond, as he
took off for yet another 400.
As Amidonreflects nine years later, those
workouts with his father, which eventually helpedhim earn fifth place at the U.S.
National Junior Championshipswith a 2.02
finish in the 400, were the hardest things

time he sprinted up the hill, he?d have tobeat
his previous time. Now they had awayto get
the long-distance work in without Amidon
needing to slow downhis pace.
?When you have a son, even a son like
Alexander, you?ve got to use a little creative
motivation every now and then,? Stephen

Amidon said.
Teammates of Amidon are always in
awe of his ability to give his all on every rep
both in practices and in games. He never

he ever did.

slows down.
?He was just being Alex,he never stops,?
said quarterbackChase Rettig afterAmidon
hung 193 yards and two touchdownson No.
17 Clemsonlast week.

?Looking back on it, thestuff we didwas
ridiculously hard,? Amidonsaid. ?I just didn?t
know it at the time. I came out of it andthat
was the hardest thing I?ve ever done really,
was training with him. But being able to do
it at such an early age with him pushing me
was so important.?
Amidon?s father always imagined his

contain this season because he runs deep
routes at an obnoxiouslyquick pace during
all four quarters, and no defensiveback is
prepared for that. Late in games when the
defense and theother receivers are gassed,
Amidon can still execute long routes at top
speed. He also rarely, if ever, has to come

son would be a 400-meter runner, but
when he was a freshman in high school,
?the football gods came and got him.?
Amidon now spends his Saturdayscatching footballsas a widereceiver for Boston

College, and he?s doing it better than
almost anyone in the country. He ranks
fourth nationallywith 139.8 yards per
game. He is also one of only two receivers
averaging more than eight receptions per
game and 16 yards per catch. The other
receiver, Baylor senior Terrance Williams,
is one of thebest prospects at the position
in the upcoming NFL Draft.
It wasn?t only the track workouts that
strengthened Amidon?s conditioning at
a young age. Long distance was always a
problem for him, but not becausehe was
lazy. The pace just wasn?t quick enough.
?He just didn?t like to go slow,? hisfather
said. ?I had to come up with workouts that
were kind of anaerobic, because he just
can?t run slowly, that?s his one fault. I could
not get him to jog. I?ve never seen him jog
in my life.?
They came up with the idea to have
Amidonrun up a half-milehill leading to his
middle school,which was on a 10-degreeincline. Amidon was hesitant at first, but after
his father told him JerryRice was doingthe
same thing, Amidon was convinced. Each

He?s been

so

tough for defenses to

of the game.
?He?d definitelybeable to play everysnap
if we let him,? Rettig said.
When Doug Martin was hired as the
new offensive coordinator last spring, he
met with theoffense andtold themthat they
were switching to an up-tempo system. Their
goal would be to out-tempo the defense.
out

Instead of reacting to what the defense is
doing, BC was going to make the defense

adjust to

them.
Amidon and fellow wide receiver
Johnathan Coleman were excited. During
theirtime at BC, they?d neverrun anything
like that. Trying to recreate the hill workouts with his father, Amidon recruited
Coleman and linebacker Steele Divitto
to search all over Boston for the perfect

hill, but didn?t have any luck. Finally, they
tracked down Blue Hills Reservation in
Milton, about a 20-minute driveaway from
campus. Great Blue Hill reaches above the

horizon and the mile-long stretch peaks
at a height of 635 feet. The trio trained
at the hill multiple times throughout the
summer.

?Poor Johnathan Coleman,? Stephen

Amidon said. ?The next time I see Johnathan,
I?m going to have to apologize to him for
havingmy sondrag his ass up a mountain because I did that with him when he was 13.?

Alex TrAuTwig / heighTs seniOr sTAff

Though Amidon grewup thinking he might run track at the Olympics, heswitched over to football in high school and has never lookedback.
and I wouldn?t recommend he changes
anything about what he?s doingright now,?
his father said.
Amidon and safety Sean Sylvia have
discussed cutting their hair for charity at the

All ofhis work haslandedAmidononthe
Biletnikoff Award watchlist for thenation?s
top wide receiver. He found out about the
news from his father, whoemailedhim with
a link to the news article. His father also attached a picture of Fred Biletnikoff, one of

his favorite players.
?He was my hero growing up,? Stephen
Amidon said. ?I liked him because he was
like me. He was skinny, he was white, he
had long hair, and he was just this hippylooking guy.?
As Amidon has broken into thenational
spotlight, one thing that manypeople have
noticed is his long hair. Friends of Amidon
in high school may not even recognize him
now. He always had short hair, requesting
a buzz cut using a two or a threerazor. His
mother and little sisters hated the buzz,
though, and in January afterhis freshman
season, his little sister had an idea.
She had just gotten a track gamefor the
Xbox Kinect, and she bet Amidon that if
she beat him then he?d have to grow out
his hair for a year. She ended up winning,
and Amidon may not cut his hair again for
a long time.
?Like me, he?s a superstitious person,

end of the season, but his father isn?t very

excitedabout that idea.
?I told him, ?Alexander, if you keep playing likethis allyear, you?re never going to cut
your hair again,?? he joked.
Although Amidon has been more successful than he or even his father could?ve
imagined this season, he doesn?t spend
much time celebrating his accomplishments.
Whenever his statistics are brought up, he?s
quick to point out that the Eagles are 1-3and
that?s allthat matters.
?I know for a fact that he could end up
beingall-ACC or somethinglike thatandit?s
not going to mean a lot to him if the team
doesn?t start winning,? his fathersaid.
If he?s prodded more about his accomplishments, then he?ll give all of the credit
to Rettig or Martin. His first instinct is to
point out how Coleman and Spiffy Evans
are breaking out just like him as receivers in
Martin?s system?but Amidon?s success isn?t
a fluke that can be attributed only to those

to be

voted as number one in the
league, but you have to perform on
the ice, and I don?t think ourkids see
it as pressure. Ithink they get excited
about all those numbers and whatnot,? Crowley said. ?But right now,

they honestly don?t mean anything
until the endof the year.?
The Terriers haveretained a majority of their team as well, including
Hockey East Rookie of the Year,
Marie-PhilipPoulin. Poulin, a 2010
Olympic gold medalist, was named
captain of BU alongside teammate
Jill Cardella. The Eagles will have
to play some of their best hockey
in order to keep Poulin, nicknamed
?the female Sidney Crosby,? from
having a devastating impact on the
scoreboard.
The Terriers already have an
exhibition game under their belt,
as they played McGill University
this past Sunday. BU won 4-1, with
the scoring spread out among four
different players. Two of the goals

Jordan Juron
and Rebecca Russo, and they were
matchedby Cardellaand sophomore
Kayla Tutino.
The goalies, Kerrin Sperry and
Alissa Fromkin, made an impressive 15 and four saves, respectively.
This exhibitiongamemightprove to
be an advantageto the Terriers, as
they have hadvaluable game-speed
practice that the Eagles have not had
yet this season.
DAniel lee / heighTs eDiTOr
Going up against their rivals The ice atKelley Rink will be ready to skate onby today,and BC opens up Friday.
will prove to be both exciting and
find away to make you work extra want more, and we have those 19
challengingfor BC, providingan opportunity for theEagles to test their hard for a win, and the same with kids to teach thefreshmen, ?Hey lets
skills at one of the highest levels of Maine. You can go down the line make that next step to get into the
[of teams], and you can?t walk into
final game and winning a national
competition they will face this season. Yet Crowleywas quick to point
any building without playing your championship,?? Crowleysaid.
out that the rest of the season won?t
Even outside of the national
top game.The kids realize that now
title, theEagles will have an opporbe a two-team competition.
after a couple of years.?
For the rest of the season, the tunity for championship success in
?BU is going to be great. They?re
going to be a very good team, and team doesn?t plan on setting small the Beanpot, the Nutmeg Classic,
this Friday will be a very good chaland the Hockey East Championship.
goals. Instead, they?re looking toward thebig prize: a national chamOne thing?s for sure: this women?s
lenge for us right off thebat,? Crowteam wouldn?t mind having some
ley said.?Northeastern is going to be pionship.
a great team. With Providence, there
?Last year, we went to theFrozen hardware of their own to go next to
are always thosescrappyplayers who Four and it was tremendous, but we
the men?s in the trophy cases. n

SCOREBOARD

BC
Duke

2
1

Football

BC
CU

31
45

Durham, N.C. 9/28

Field Hockey

Sebia 1 g BC
Rescigno g Lu

3
1

Chestnut Hill, Ma. 9/29 W. Soccer
Amidon 193 yds 2 TD BC
0
Hopkins 197 yds 1 td PU
1

to nurture it, but I have no idea where it
came from.?

Amidon?s parents initially had different
dreams for their son than the ones he?s
accomplishing on the field right now. His
mother is English and he was born in London. Once they saw his speed, his parents
hopedthey wouldreturn to London for the
Olympics that just finished a month ago.
They?ll settle for watching their son tear
up defenses for hundreds of yards, gain
national recognition, and just maybe spur
BC to a successful turnaround before the
season ends. n

The rest of the game featured
exchange of possession and
missed opportunities.
A second shot from Mejia was
an

savedand a late attempt from Rugg

sailed off the crossbar. Harvard?s
Zach Wolfenson also missed a
shot just left on the Crimson?s best
second-half attempt.
Only the Eagles were able to
get a shot off in an ultimately uneventful overtime. Eight minutes
into the first overtime period, a
third attempt from Mejia soared
just above the crossbar from 35

yards away.
?It was a scrappy game,? Kelly
said. ?We played well enough to
win, and they played well enough
too.?
In the end, the Eagles outshot
the Crimson, 12-9, and had a 4-1
advantage in corner kicks. Yet,

they were unable to secure a victory over a struggling Harvard
team.

While the Eagles didn?t play
poorly, Kelly did attribute many
of their struggles to injury, as the
team has consistently missed the
presence of four to five starters.
That absence of some of the
team?s most talented players has
left BC in a tough spot getting
ready for No. 14 Wake Forest this

Saturday.
?It?s difficult to prepare with so
many injuries,? Kelly said. ?We?re
not crying about it, but it?s not the
situation we wouldlike to be in.?
While the task certainly seems
daunting,Kelly emphasized sticking to fundamentals as the best
way to get the team back on track
against its ACC foe.
?We need to match up, play
tough defense, and treat it like any

other game.?

Newton, MA 9/28 M. Soccer

Muma 1 g BC
Mitchell 3 ga 7 svs NCSU

2
1

Volleyball

Gual 1 ga 4 svs BC
Barker 0 ga 3 svs UVA

the hardest worker. That?s something that
he was born with. I wish I could say that I
instilled that in him, and I certainly tried

Men?s Soccer, from AlO

Farmville, Va.9/30 M. Soccer

Cambridge, Ma.9/29

Martin, but I think what it comes down to
is that it?s really a testament to him working
as hard or harder thananybody else. He may
not be the biggest, or the heaviest, or have
thebiggest hands out there, but Iknow he?s

Mejia goal gets BC a
tie against Crimson

came from freshmen

Field Hockey

[wide receivers coach] Aaron Smith a lot
and the new offensive coordinator Doug

s

Eagles open up vs. BU
Women?s Hockey, from

around him. He?s earned it.
?He works really hard, and never ever
ever complains,? his father said. ?He obviously has a great dealof talent, and helikes

3
0

1 g 1 a BC
Bokar 1 g HU

Rugg

1
1

Chestnut Hill, Ma 9/27 Volleyball
Workman 19 k 10 digs BC 0
Janowski 8 k 9 digs VT 3

n

Newton, ma 10/2

Mejia
Kobayashi

1g
1g

Chestnut Hill, Ma 9/30
Sen 9 ast 6 digs
Wiker 12 k 6 digs
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Top-10 matchup opens season for BC
Eagles return plenty of
talent for 2012-2013

rest of

BY FELICIA FIGUEIREDO
For The Heights

BC finished the year as the No. 4 seed in the
NCAA tournament,but came up short in the
Frozen Four against Wisconsin.
As great as the stats are, what?s evenmore
telling of this upcoming season is thereturning players. The Eagles retained 19 players
from last season, losingeight to graduation,
and adding six freshmen. Last year?s break-

Hockey fans all over the country are not
having the bestmonth. The NHL lockout is
in full swing, and there doesn?t seem to be
hope for thereturn of regular season games
anytime soon. But on the Heights, it?s a different story, as not one, but two, high-caliber
hockey teams are preparing for their return
to ice. The No. 4 Boston College women?s
hockey team takes on the No. 6 Boston
University Terriers on Friday at Conte Forum
in a gamethat willsurely set the tone for the

the season.
The Eagles had an impressive season
last year, with an overallrecord of 24-10-3,
as their Hockey East record of 15-4-2 was
good for second place in the conference.

out stars

Alex Carpenter and Emily Field

are returning as sophomores, and senior
goaltenderCorrineBoyles returns as well.

Headcoach Katie King Crowleybelieves
that the example of the older players will
have a pronounced impact on the season.

?Hopefully it gives [the freshmen] something to shoot for?our kids, from senior to
freshman, are so competitive right now, and
they want to see this programget to that next
level,? Crowley said. ?They?ll strive to have
great seasons.?
BC also has

the momentum of high
rankings that have beenmade public in the
last few weeks. In the U.S. College Hockey
Online (USCHO) women?s hockey poll, the
Eagles areranked No. 4, which is their highest preseason ranking in the history of the
team. In the Hockey East, BC was ranked
the No. 1team to beat.
However, the team realizes thenumbers
determiningfactor in its success.
?I think our league is great?it?s an honor

are not a

Daniel lee

See Women?s Hockey, A9
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The Eagles are ready tostart flying down the ice tomorrownight, andBU presents an early test.

UNSTOPPABLE
graham beck and alex manTa
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Childhood workouts with his father keep Alex Amidon from ever slowing down
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
Asst. Sports Editor
It startedas an accident:fatherand son miscommunicating in the perfect way. The father never knowing
when the son had run too much, and the son never
knowing whenhe should say he?d had enough. It grew
into one of the most intense training programs any

12-year-oldcould go through.
AlexAmidon?s father, Stephen, figured out that his
son was a special athletebeforehe was even 7 years old.
His father had no idea why, but his son was extraordinarilyfast, faster than everybody else. One summer
when Amidon was in middle school, his father, who
had run track in high school, set up a training program?and neither one realizedhow difficult it was.

?I worked him very hard, in retrospect,? Stephen
Amidonsaid. ?It didn?t seem like it at the time, though.
We woulddo monster workouts.?
While Amidon was training for the 800-meter,
his father had him run 400-meter sprints 10 times
in a row with only a two-minute break in between

knew any better.
?I didn?t know anything else at the time, so it just
seemed normal,? Amidon said. ?He wasn?t pushing
me too hard or anything. He just made it seem like it
was normal.?
During the first few workouts, his father would go

sets. The times that his father asked him to finish in

would?ve shocked other runners, but neither of them

See Unstoppable, A9

O-Line looks to get back on track at Army
BY GREG JOYCE
Sports Editor
Boston College?s offensive line has
been hearing from the NFL?just not
in the way it?d like.
Although the offensive line has seen
vast improvements in protecting the
quarterback this year, it has struggled
to block for the run as well as it has in

Daniel lee

/
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Eagle greats have reminded BC?s current offensive linemen about the importance of O-Line U.

ACC now

team

without an all-star quarterback,

freak-of-nature receiving options, and
maybe a decent running game to keep
defenses honest. The sport has trans-

an offense

heavy attack

CHRIS MARINO
Rememberthe good old days when
football was a defensive sport, and that
old adage, ?Defense wins championships?? I certainly do. I rememberwhen
teams like the 2001 New England Patriots
won the Superbowl by means of a hardnosed defensiveunit. The AFC playoffs
that year saw my hometownPats face
off against the stalwarts in Oakland and
Pittsburgh. All threeteams were known
more for their defense than an explosive
offense.
In today?s view of the sport, no one
can even contemplatebeing a playoff

formed and apparentlythat has now
reached the collegiateranks of the ACC.
This past weekendalone saw seven
ACC teams scoring 30 or more points.
Let me repeat that. Seven teams scored
more than 30 points. Among that group
were North Carolina?s 66, Clemson?s 45,
Miami?s 44, Virginia?s 38, NC State?s 37,
Duke?s 34, our own Boston College?s 31,
and Florida State?s 30. That?s a lot of scoring for one weekend.
Not only were the scores extraordinarilyhigh for one weekend, but the
passing game also had some unusually
large statistics. Miami?s Stephen Morris set the ACC record with 566 yards
through the air. NC State?s Mike Glennon
got the short end of the stick in that contest, throwing 440 yards for what usually
wouldbe the performance of the game.
Chase Rettig, who threwfor an extremely
solid 341 yards, would not even be in the
conference?s conversation for top passing performance of the week.The ACC,

alongside most other footballconferences, is apparentlydevelopinginto an
offensive juggernaut, a pass-first league.
Looking at the season averagesof the

See Column, A9

the past. That has gainedthe attention of
former Eagles that are now on offensive
lines in the NFL.
?We hear from a lot of the alumni
that came through the O-Line U that
are playing in the NFL now. They?re all,

over.? That really hit us,? White said.
?These guys want us to be great. They?re
behind us 100 percent. They want us to
be a great O-Line, andthat means fix the
run game and get it going.?
Matt Tennant, who now plays for the
New England Patriots, has also talked
to the O-Line to say the same thing.
The O-Line that Tennant and Colombo
once played on at BC has diminished,
and they want that tradition to be in full
fledge in Chestnut Hill again.
The offensive line will have a chance to
do just that this Saturday at Army, as the

See Football, A8

MEN?S SOCCER

Eagles force tie at Harvard after trailing
Mejia nets equalizer to
give BC a point on road
BY DAVE GROMAN
For The Heights

on the play.

While the pace of the game favored
the Crimson early, BC was able to gain
momentum as the minutes ticked away.
?It was a bad start, but the pace came
back in the gameand things were looking
good,? Kelly said.

The Eagles capitalizedon the building
momentum, as senior Kevin Mejia sent in
the equalizing goalin the 31st minute off
from ACC Player of the Week
Charlie Rugg.
an assist

See Men?s Soccer, A9

The Boston Collegemen?s soccer team
fought back from an early deficit to tie
Harvard 1-1 on Tuesdaynight at Soldiers
Field Soccer Stadium in Cambridge.
The Crimson (1-5-3) came out firing,
as it took just over a minute for a ball to

find the back of the net. An unmarked
HirokiKobayasha headed in a successful
cross from Ross Friedman for the score.
Just minutes later, a missed header
from Harvard?s Michael Innocenzi saved
the Eagles (5-3-2) from a 2-0 hole.
?It?s tough, to work all week and see a
ball in the back of the net like that,? said
head coach Ed Kelly. ?I told them we just
have to keep playing and not panic.?
Harvard continued to test the Eagles?
defense as Jake Freeman fired another
shot on goal in the 26th minute. However, BC goalkeeper Justin Luthy made
one of his three total saves for the game

Football Notebook
INSIDE SPORTS
The BC defense will be
difTHIS

?The O-Line?s got to take over.? And it
really hits us, that we haven?t yet,? said
right guardlan White.?The pass protection, we?ve improved a lot, but it?s that
run gamethat makes an O-Line a great
O-Line. That really bothers all of us, so
we?re trying to do everything we can to
get it fixed.?
It startedwhen Marc Colombo, who
played offensive tackle on the Heights
from 1997-2001 and recently retired as a
Dallas Cowboy, texted Mike Poidomani,
the current strength and conditioning
coach at BC.
?Colombo textedCoach Poidomani
and was like, ?This O-Line?s gotta take

graham beck / heighTs ediTOr

After falling behind early in the match, Kevin Mejia helpedthe Eagles earn a tieagainst Harvard.

Game of the Week
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SCENE AND HEARD

BY: ELIASRODRIGUEZ

BRENNAN CARLEY
During production in the Heights
office on Sunday, my coeditorsand I
were discussing the merits of certain
songs that have struck it big this year.
We focused mainly on the divisive
?Climax? by Usher and the year?s
equally discordant R&B song ?Adorn?
by Miguel.
The differencesbetween the two
songs couldn?t be more pronounced.
While both artists can technically be
classified as R&B singers, Usher has
been coasting steadily in the Top 40
path for a long enough time that his
name really shouldn?t even be uttered

1. HATHAWAY GETS HITCHED

2. NEW MAMA DREW

Anne Hathaway is officially off the market. Last Saturday,
150 guests gathered together in Big Sur, Calif. to watch the
29-year-old actress walk down the aisle to wed her fiance,
fellowactor and jewelrydesignerAdamShulman. The couple
hadbeen dating for three years when they got engaged last
November.?He?s allthe things you want a partner to be,? said
Hathawayof her new husband. The Devil Wears Prada star
wore a custom Valentino gown to tie the knot.

Drew Barrymore is a mom. The Charlie?s Angels star
and her husband, Will Kopelman, became parents

last Wednesdaywith thebirthof their daughter,Olive
Barrymore Kopelman. The couple had been dating
for more than a year whenthey got marriedlast June.
But for Drew, the third time seems to be the charm.
According to the couple, Olive is ?healthy, happy,
and welcomed by the whole family,? which includes
grandpa Ari Kopelman, former CEO of Chanel.

in the same breath as artists like
Miguel and Frank Ocean. However,
?Climax? does showa genuine attempt
on the singer?s part to pay his loyal

fans back.
Although on the surface ?Climax? seems like a sexual slow-jam
on par with Usher?s ?My Boo? or
?Confessions,? it tells the story of a

4. RETURN OF THE ?GOSSIP?
The end of Gossip Girl is upon us. The bookturned-TV show returns next Monday for its

relationship at an impasse. It?s a syn-

sixth and final season. For five years, the series
New York Magazine once called ?Best. Show.
Ever.? has taken us through the rise and fall of our
favorite Upper East Siders. Say goodbye to bowties and headbands as Manhattan?s elite throws
down in couture one last time. Will B and C end
up together? Will Gossip Girl be revealed? So

thesizer-drenched banger that finds
itself at odds with both its historical
roots?that is, what audienceshave
embracedas R&B since the dawning

of recording music?and the genre?s
new ?forward-thinking? transformation. That is, although diehard fans
loved ?Climax??and it would shock
me were it not to represent heavily at
the Grammy?s this year?it really is
quite a brilliant piece of songwriting,
performance, and production. The rest
of Usher?s albumwas laced with EDM,

indicativeof the general movement
sweeping the genre.
A storiedand proud genre that
has seen artists like ArethaFranklin,
Smokey Robinson, and Michael Jackson pass through its hallowed halls,
R&B has become synonymous with
lush orchestration, brilliant songwrit-

ing, and gorgeous, sweeping melodies
that wax rhapsodic about love and life
and happiness and heartbreak.Why,
then, have super-producerslike Diplo,
Swedish House Mafia, and David
Guettaswept up all the modern-day
R&B stars just to bury themunder

many questions, so very few episodes left. Let?s
hope they?re all answered by the time we hear
the final

3. ADELE DOES 007 PROUD

5. MACFARLANE?S NEw gig

girl? Not really (disappointed!)?but
she will be in the movie. Well, her voice will, anyway.
Following in the footsteps of Tina Turner, Madonna,
and AliciaKeys, the singer is set to sing the themefor
the latest 007 installment, Skyfall. Adele teased her
fans by tweeting a picture of the sheet music for the
film, but they didn?t have to wait long. The song was
leaked shortly after and, like anything Adele sings, it?s
magic. Still, it makes you think what an awesome Bond

Seth MacFarlane is leaving Quahog for Hollywood.
Earlier this year, the comedian went the film route with
Ted, which he wrote, produced, directed, and voiced.
Now he?s turning the spotlight on himself?literally. He
is set to host the85thannual Academy Awardsnext year.

girl she?d make.

humor. Now, Peter, he wouldbe a terriblehost.

Adele as a Bond

Yes, the Oscars. But think about it. Ted and Family Guy
are both proof that the guy is funny and, if anything,
successful. Not only that, but he can sing too. Let?s just

hope Hollywood?s elite has a taste for his rather crude

THE CRITICAL CURMUDGEON

their own beats?
I?m not exaggerating, either: aside
from, say, The Weeknd, or Elle Varner,
try naming a prominent R&B singer
whose entire album has managedto

avoidthe heavy-hand of electro dance
music influence? Usher?s Looking 4
Myself was a wonderfulalbum, there?s
no question about it, but songs like
?Euphoria? boggedit downwith overly
processed beats. A case couldbe made
for Trey Songz?s most recent album, but
hit single ?2 Reasons? gets lost in the
club somewherebetween some thicklegged strippers and dimlylit back alleys,
whileBruno Marsis doing lines in the
bathroom.Don?t even get me started on
Ne-Yo, whohas been crapping out ?clubjams? instead of his originallypromising
R&B almost as long as he?s been wearing
that damnfedora.

@conanobrien (conan o?brien,

comedian)

?romney prepped for
tonight?s debate by
debating with a man
whose views differ
radically from his

own: himselffrom 8
years ago?

Then we reach the crux of my
argument: Miguel, oh Miguel, how
quickly and quietlyyou snuck in under

theradar withTuesday?s release of

@prattprattpratt(chris
phOTO cOurTesy Of gOOgle images

Kaleidoscope Heart, an inventive and

New outlets let music lovers search cultural niches in hopes of finding a Nirvana-esque leader of modern musical movement.

the past of
a genre that was slowly drowning in a

Regional culture reflects strikingly diverse musical tastes

forward-thinkingreturn to

spiral of Afrojacks and Pitbulls.
From album opener ?Adorn? to closing track ??All,? the album cohesively
walks the listener through a relation-

MATT MAZZARI

ship?s hardships and crowning moments.

It?s cheesy,but only when it has to be,
and Miguel?s silky smoothvoice dominates every recording anyway, lending an
air of sophistication to the disc.
More importantly, however, the
album hearkens a return to the traditionalform of R&B. Billowing guitars,
horns, and even bongos accompany the
soulful singer as he returns all emphasis
to the song rather than the ?drop? so
popular in EDM-meets-R&B songsof

late. Miguel himselfeither wrote or
co-wrote everyone of the album?s 11
songs, an impressive and somewhat
surprising feat consideringthe Top 40
camps so often written about, in which
songwriters and producers converge to
churn out demosfor pop stars.
?Climax? and ?Adorn? represent
two divergent ends of the same stick.
Frank Ocean got all the R&B love earlier this year with the releaseof Channel Orange, and ?Climax? itself made
huge waves upon its release in the
spring. Almost certain to get swept up
in a sea of other new releases, Miguel?s
Kaleidoscope Dream is the savior a
genre didn?t even know it needed.
Brennan Carley is the Arts & Review
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

When I was a mere adolescentsuburbanite, it seemedthat every schmuck and
his motherknew someone in a band. Not
only that, but that band was playing a gig
thisweekend in the basement of the Youth
Center, so you should totallycome. Despite
being aggressivelyunenthused, I still managed to get myselfsucked into one or two of
those nights. Where I was from, everyone
wantedit to be the ?9os again, but no one
could play well enough to do alternative
rock. What wound up happening was mostly
metal, with an occasionalscream-o ballad
aboutBeetleborgs.
As atrocious as the music scene near
my town?s public school was, there?s
somethingabout geographicallyassociated
music that you justcan?t get without that
area-specific mindset. The interesting part
about art movements is that they always
seem to blossom in one place and sort of

diffusefrom there. One half-blindnut-job
inFrance makesa painting out of Dippin?
Dots and bam, France is suddenly the heart
of Impressionism. It works in a similar way
with music: for instance, the vandals who
spray-painted?Clapton is God? on train
station wallswere part of the youngand
rowdy R&B scene in the London suburbs
thatwould spawn some of the greatest
guitarists of the century. Before that, you
hadthe scandalous jazzclubs in Harlem, and

gospel was breaking its way onto theradio
in the South, bearing with it a young Johnny
Cash and aneven younger Elvis Presley. In
the ?9os, a garagebandfromSeattle named
Nirvana rocked the country, giving rise to
the questionable musicality of grunge. Every
style has a culture behind it, urban or rural,
and you could feel in a singer?s voice ifhe
?got? the sceneor simply did not.
Recently,pop music has experiencedan
intriguing split betweenlocationand sound.
The music culture backing a lot of current
pop artists is sort of nebulous, since a great

deal of them don?t actuallycome from a
concert scene of their own but,rather, were

cherry-pickedby producers from YouTube, reality television, or some nonsense
social-networkingfad (Here?s lookin? at you,
?Artists formerlyknown as Panic! At the
Disco?). I submit that thissubtracts character from music, since music, like people,
has a background and a home thatit can
either embrace or reject, a context that gives
it personality. Besides, it?s all too obvious in

light of recent events what happenswhen
you take untriedmusic and thrust it into the
national spotlight: it upchucks on some poor
background dancer?s shoe and scampers off
the stage. Every time.
Thatisn?t to say that scene-identity music
isn?t around anymore?it just doesn?t seem
to drag itself into the limelight as often.
Some of the Midwestern folk groups in
Minnesota, such as Trampled by Turtles, are
doingreally brilliant work withbluegrass.

There?s also a really fascinatingindiescene
happening on the West Coast, particularly in
Portland, if you can get around the pseudoacademiaof it all. Personally,I?ve lately

?parks

pratt, actor,

and recreation?)

?if Zombies didn?t
eat your brain, only

sniffed your neck
compulsively, would
they be any less

scary? mr. president,
30 seconds to respond?

really fallen for some loose-endbands of
the modern Jersey punk scene. Groups like
the Front Bottoms are releasing music with
heavyhigh-hat, tone-deafvocal refrains, and
a heart-rending sincerity you could only get
from a guy who grew up in Jersey and lovehated the crap out of it.
Some music scenesare truly horrible,
like the one in my hometown.Don?t go
there, even if Greg tells you that this next
band is ?totally not gonna sing about the
Beetleborgs.? Still, the one nice thing about
social media?s influence on music nowadays
is that you can investigate those scenes that
are honestlytalentedand are being inventive
with music theorywithout actuallyneeding
to goon a tour of the nation. There?s a scene
for everyone, and alwaysmore sounds avail-

cause fish to shrink

able than anyone ever knows or suspects.
Heck, there?s interesting stuff going on all
around us here at Boston venues, too: the
only reason I heard about the Front Bottoms
was because my buddy mentionedwanting

again?

to see them at

the Paradise this November.
Decent, passionate musicians are still out
there. You justhave to stop listening to the
radio and look for ?em.
MattMazzari is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.

@uberfacts (überfacts, humor)

?akon?s full name is
aliaune damala bouga
time puru nacka lulu
lubadara akon thiam?
@stephenathome(stephen

colbert,

host, ?the colbert report?)

?global warming may

in siZe by 24%. but
at least their high
school jeans will fit

submit your favorite
tweets of the week

for consideration at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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WITH HALLOWEEN APPROACHING, SO TOODO VIEWINGS OF ?THE
ROCKY HORRORPICTURE SHOW,' WHICHGOT US THINKING: WHAT, FROM
OUR GENERATION, WILL BE THE CULT CLASSICS OF THE FUTURE?
?cHIMPANZEE
?GUCCI GUCCI? By
rIDIN? ONA
Kreayshawn
SEGWAY?-YOUTUBE ?One
full bad b?ches
whoknow this
VIDEO
Calif.
While the
Thanks to a particularly quirky friend,
this You Tubevideofell into our hands.
Yes, the videofeatures a chimpanzee
outside in a grassyfield, riding on a Segway.
There?s even a catchy song thatdetails the
monkey?s adventure on this transportation
device,also emphasizing thefact that,in
case the viewers missed it, he is wearing
overalls and a helmet. The video?s origins
are unknown, however,it seems to be a
dubbedover homemovie from someone

whowantedto share this mobilemonkey
with the world.And we?re foreverthankful.

Kanye West?s
?BoB?s and Heartbreaks?

?? is a
of
big room,
song by
mantra of sorts for girls
rapper Kreayshawn.
Oakland,
rapper has recently released a new, poppy album
titledSomethin? ?Bout Kreay, sales on the album,
and thereforeher attempt at the mainstream, have
proved disappointing. ?Gucci, Gucci? highlights her
Oakland-divaflavor, her sick rhymes and her unique
sense of style. The song is undeniably catchy, and
knowledge of it seems to be reserved to certain
groups of people?it is not widely known at
all. The music video (which appears to
be made by an amateur) is definitely
worth a peek, as Kreayshawn?s
style is not only unmatched,
but also highly enviable.

Although ?Love Lockdown? and especially ?Heartless? got a lot of radio
play, it?s obvious that critics and fans alike hated this album with a burning
passion. Kanye, coming straight from his achingly perfect Graduation, had a
lot to live up to in Heartbreaks,but instead of rapping, chose to focus on his
singing. People were confused, to be certain, but the albumstands strong
as an esoteric and entirely enjoyable pet project almostfour years after
its extremely quietreception. It introducedthe world to Kid Cudi on
?Welcome to Heartbreak,? kept Lil Wayne?s Carter 111 wave crashing on
?See You In My Nightmares,? and mined the depthsof his emotions
on ?Street Lights.? People often refer to it as ?that time Kanye sang
off-key,? but isn?t that kind of what rap?s all about? It?s brilliant in
its own right, shedding any labels or classifications.One question
remains: whatever happened to Mr. Hudson?
?

The Next Chapter of

Cult Classics
?Bored to Death?

HBO has thereputation of consistently churning out quality televisionprograms. Despite
being on the air for threeshort seasons, Bored To Death is no exceptionto this trend.
Jason Schwartzman, Zach Galifianakis, and Ted Danson star in JonathanAmes?
comedy series about a quirky Brooklyn writer who moonlights as an amateur
private eye. Schwartzman is the writer, Galifianakis plays his troubled cartoonist friend, and Danson plays the classy pot-smoking boss. Ames keeps the humor
fresh and off-beat, poking fun at serious issues such as self-loathing and soul
searching. With a strong cast and creative writing, Bored To Death will without a
doubtbe locked in the cult classic vault for future comediansto embrace.

BY BRENNANCARLEY ARTS & REVIEWEDITOR, TAYLOR CAVALLOASSOC. ARTS & REVIEWEDITOR,
DAN SIERING ASST. ARTS & REVIEWEDITOR

PhOTOs cOUrTesY OF GOOGLe

Little Dragon?s ?Ritual Union?

?l ET?S gET fADED?
bY gUCCI mANE AND
v-nASTY

This song is admittedly lacking in many musical
areas: good lyrics, catchy verses, and a general enthu-

siasm from the singer. While ?Let?s Get Faded? doesn?t
stand up to the ?Clique? and ?Pop That? collaborative
rap songs of today, its somewhat hypnotic beat and (for
better or worse) its entertaining music video (go watch
it) makethis song stand out. V-Nasty?s shrill voice on
her verse addsan interesting twist to Gucci Mane?s monotony. While it certainly makes one laugh (out loud, I
might add), it might be ridiculous enough to work. And
whoknows? Gucci Mane wearing a furry snow hat in
the middleof a club might catch on one day.

Scott Pil grim
vs. The Worl d

The Swedishelectro-pop group hasbeen
having a topsy-turvy 2012, complete with an
Absolut partnership (which yielded a betterthan-it-has-any-right-to-be single), asuccessful statesidetour, and some serious studio
time with Atlanta rapper and Outkast impresario Big Boi. Why, then, was nobody talking
about the absolutely fantastic, earth-stomping
2011 albumRitual Union? It?s that rare album
that manages to do everything right, from
stellar vocals(provided by YukimiNagano)to
imaginative beatsand head-turning harmonies. It?s an interstellarworkthat evades any
hate because it truly offers something for every
listener. It?s impossible not to bob one?s head
while listening to tracks like ?Please Turn?
and ?Shuffle a Dream.? One can only hope
that somewhere down the line, some intuitive
music listener will stumble upon this short but
sprightly EP.

It?s virtually impossible to count the times
that Hollywood has tried(and failed) to adapt

?Adventurel and?

popularcomic book franchises. In 2010,
writer/director Edgar Wright gave this muddled
sector of the film industry a breath of fresh air
with Scott Pilgrim vs. The World. Combining the
series? patented witty dialogue with state-ofthe-artvisual effects, ScottPilgrim achieves the
impressive feat of seamlessly converting comic
frames into filmframes. Michael Ceraand Mary
Elizabeth Winstead leadan impressivecast of
charactersin this high-flying comedy that was
passedup by a shocking amount of moviegoers. It seems impossible that a film with such
modernflair will also be combed over by future
generations.

Many great worksfall into the cult classic
category simply due to poor marketing and
misleading trailers. Greg Mottola?s Adven-

tureland seems to be such a case. Fresh off
directing the megahit Superbad, Mottola
elected to take on the semi-autobiographi-

pORTUGAL. tHE MAN

Originally from Wasilla, Alaska, this four-piece psychedelic folk band has been quietly flying under
theradar for some time. Nonetheless, Portugal has built a sturdy fan base over their career. The band
has released an annual album (and two in 2009) over the last six years, developing a unique sound
that takes from a broad range of influences. From the poppy The Satanic Satanist to the introspective
American Ghetto, Portugal has proven their ability to package great music in a variety of forms. The future of the band seems hazy, with some members leaving to pursue personal projects yet theirremarkable collection of past albums can easily solidify their place in fringe music history.

?White Ol eander?
White Oleander, the2002 film directedby
Peter Kosminsky, followsthe maturation of young,
pixie-like Asterid,played by Alison Lohman. Her
mother, played by Michelle Pfeiffer, is in jail for
poisoning her boyfriend with the beautifulwhite
oleanderflowernative to California that grows
by the bush in their bungalow backyard. The film
traces Asterid through a string of her phases ,
styles, foster homes, and foster mothers, while
alwaysstruggling to fit her outliermother into
her hectic and unsettling life. The story provides
insight into the life of a foster teen, but also speaks
to the universality of Asterid?s human experience.

?Bet ter Of f Ted?
Especially relevant for fans of Arrested Development eagerly waiting for the cult classic?s long-delayed upcoming season, Ted offers the
same kind of sharply written jokes that cause heads to swerve in both
admirationand bemusement.Helmed by Jay Harrington as Ted, the
workplace sitcom detailed the hijinks at Veridian Dynamics, a company whose purpose is never really madeclear to the audience. Ted?s
boss, Veronica, is played with acerbic wit by Portia de Rossi?she of
AD fame?in a completely different but equally intelligently delivered
role. Lasting only two seasons, the ill-fated comedy attracted very
few viewers but consistently offered the smartest and, oftentimes
most daring take on workplace laughs on the small screen. Luckily,
the show lives on through Netflix?it?s only a matter of time before
people catch on.

cal coming-of-age film as his next project.
Starring a pre-Twilight Kristen Stewart
and a pre-Social Network Jessie Eisenberg,
Adventureland tells the story of a recent college grad who is stuck working a miserable
summer job at a local amusement park. With
Bill Hader, Kristen Wiig, and Ryan Reynolds in supporting roles, the film sports an
artful balance of smart comedy and real life
difficulties.Marketed as the next Superbad,
Mottla?s more serious Adventureland seemed
to miss its intended audience when it hit
theaters. Hopefully word of mouth will drive
this fine film into the cult vault.

?Stranger than Fiction?
Amovie about an author writing a book, whosemain character
life and experienceswhatever that author decides to write
when she puts pen to page: sounds like a hit, right? To nobody?s surprise, Will Ferrell as Harold Crick, a mild-mannered,everyday employee
who never bothered a flea, enchanted and charmed with his low-key
performance. Emma Thompson turned in a typically wonderfuland
whimsical performance as the woman who, when she spins her stories,
changes the course of Crick?s life forever. Maggie Gyllenhaal makes a
mark as the bakery employee who fallsfor Ferrell?s Crick, but is subjected to whatever Thompson decides to do to his characteron a daily
basis. The biggest conflict arises when Thompson decides to kill off
Crick, leading to an existentialcrisis on his part. It?s quiet and smallbut
full of impressively wide-reaching themes.
comes to
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STAR VALUE BY CAROLINA DEL BUSTO

Hollywood scene is wide open for charming Dallas Oscar night
gets down
and dirty
Josh Dallas may not be a name familiar to most just yet, but it?s well on its
way to becoming one. Dallas got his ?big break,? so to speak, in 2011 when
he got therole of Fandral in Thor. Dallas was no stranger to acting before
then, though?he studied the performing arts in London and worked
in the theater world there for 10 years before transitioning back to the
States. Although it was Thor that opened the door to Hollywood for
Dallas, he had to turn down the role for Thor 2(2013) due to scheduling
conflicts with his current gig: starring as Prince Charming on ABC?s
Once Upon A Time. While Dallas doesn?t have any other projects
currently lined up, according to his IMDb page, it will be no
surprise when he starts getting offers and appearing in more
movies and TV shows. Once Upon A Time has just entered into
its second season, and with the success of the show, it will
surely do wonders for Dallas? future

career.

DAN SIERING

PhOTOs
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FASHION FORWARD

?Pin? to your stylish heart?s content
Take advantage of Pinterests vogue variety and organization

THERESE TULLY
I needed to do my work. Hell, I wanted to do
my work. There was so much of it, the to-dolist
never ended. I knew that the more I did tonight,
the less there wouldbe tomorrow. It was simple
math.But thatwasn?t exactly what happened.
Somethingelse calledmy name: Pinterest.
Pinterest is like the Stumble Upon of fashion
for me (side note, do people still use StumbleUpon, or is that just me?). Yes, you can find the
bestchocolate chip cookie recipe in the world,
a DIY project to turn your grandma?s recipes
into tea towels, the best workout tips for your
pear-shapedbody, and inspiring sayings in fancy
fonts?but it is also home to a fashion mecca.
The trick is to follow the right people. For

those of you not yet converted to the wonder
that is Pinterest, it works similarly to the way that
Twitter does, in that it provides a feed of the latest
happenings of those you follow. Unlike Twitter,
the feed is entirely visual, rather than composed of
written messages sometimes supplemented with

pictures or links to videos.
Pinterest allows you to lose yourself. It is fashion inspirationpooledtogether in away no blog
can. Pinners from all over the world curate their
boards(away to organize your hundreds, or thou-

sands

of pins), from all of theirfavorite fashion
surfing the web, I can hit the ?Pin?
button that is permanently housed on my Bookmarks Bar and ?Pin? any pin-able image from a
website or blog to the board of my choice with any
caption I so choose, limited to 500 characters.
While on my favorite blogs for fashion inspiration: lookbook.nu, ?Musings in Femininity,? ?The
Sartorialist,? ?The Man Repeller,? ?Atlantic-Pacific,?
and ?The Glitter Guide??to name justa few?l can
pin any look or picture that I find sartorially inspiring,
and not only catalogit, but share it with all of my
?

sources. While

followers.
From there, the process of repinning begins.
My followers, or anyone else whostumbles upon
my pins, can repin them to theirown boards. This

When I scroll through my feed, and see something beautiful, I can simply click on the pin to find
its origin or the external site from which it came.
This often leads me to an online store, where I can
purchase the item that I fell in love with. Or sometimes, it leads me to anotherfashion blog that I can
add to my alreadylong list of favorites that devour
so much of my time that I should be devoting to
homework. Not allpins easilylead you where you
want to go, but many do.
Just the other day, my sister repinned an
elephant ring she saw on her Pinterest feed. Upon
further investigation, she found the ring for sale
on Etsy, ordered it online, and had it delivered to
her a few short days later. Many of my own pins
will remain fantasies and not become a part of my
wardrobe, but it?s fun to dream.Pinterest allows
users to interact and inspire each other in a huge
way. The web of inspiration that the site allows
connects unlikely users who all benefit.
The way it is set up allows for the greatest in-

a hitch, the ceremony ended up with
their usual monotonous tag.
So, with concerns about targeting youth viewers once again taking

the forefront, the Academy has called
upon MacFarlane, who, despite having
a long-running television series, is a
rising star in the Hollywoodcomedy
scene. Perhaps aside from Magic Mike,
Ted, the vulgar stuffed-animal comedy
that MacFarlane wrote, directed, produced, and provided voicing for, was
the most surprising financial success of

spiration to reach the greatest number of people.
I cannot tellyou how many times I have seen an
outfit, combination, look, article of clothing, or
accessory on Pinterest and eitherpurchased it, or
was inspired by it in my daily fashion choices.
To really utilize Pinterest is a twofoldpro-

needs to be a goodpinner themselves,
whilealso carefully discerning the best fellow
pinners who are worthy of following. By constantly editing your list of boards you follow, you
can make your feed a true source of inspiration.
Another great feature of the site, if you are not
already convinced that you need it in your lifethis
very second, is that you do not have to follow all
of a user?s boards. One user may have a boardfor
?Home,? ?Food,? ?Fashion,? ?Shoes,? ?Accessories,?
etc. You can pick andchoose whichof those specifically interest you,and do not have to follow all
cess?one

of the pins of one person.
By makingyour own pins the best

the summer blockbuster season, making well over $4OO million at the box
office. And with a sequel already in the

works, MacFarlane doesn?t look to be
leaving the Hollywoodscene anytime
soon.

Yet aside from his recent success,
MacFarlane undoubtedly got the gig

because of his wide arsenal of talents.
He?s wellknown for his comedic talent?being an established writer and
voice actor?but MacFarlane also has
experiencein both live acting and singing, the latter beinga staple for award
show hosts. The comedianalso has
experiencebeing an event emcee, having hosted a number of celebrity roasts
on Comedy Central.
So what can we expect from MacFarlane come showtime? No announcements have been made regarding the
detailsof the show, but the comedian
has already stated that he intends to
shake things up. In an interview on
Tuesday, he toldUSA Today that ?some
adaptationwill be necessary? to the tra-

they can be,

and bringing varied pins from varied sources into
the Pinterest community, you are likely to accumulate many followers, who will in turn probably lead you to other sources of inspiration in a
domino-likeeffect. Pinterest connects us, it lets
the sartorially inclined discuss, via images, what
is exciting in fashion right now, what inspires
us, and the unique things we find online while
pursing the fashions we love. Pinterest is about
sharing, creativity, and is a fashion lover?s dream.
If you aren?t already on Pinterest, join today, and

don?t forget to follow my boards!

can lead to a seemingly never-endingchain of re-

Many Pinterest users create ?boards? that highlight theirfashion
inspirations and must-have style pieces. Due to its virtual nature,
Pinterest has the potential to expose users to new and untried

pins to find the source of a pin that was repinnned

from board to board all across the Pinterest community, which is likely to happen with a particularly wonderful pin.

Therese Tully is an editor for The Heights.
She can be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

fashion trends.

THIS?LUIZATRY
JUSTUS
LIKE
BY
THAT!
THE ARCTIC MONKEYS AND THE VACCINES
The music industry has seen several cases of
undergroundbands making the move to mainstream audiences. This happened with Nirvana in
the late ?Bos, and now, as we progress further into
the 21st century, lesser known bands are getting far
more visibility and are paving their way to world
renown. Indie rock is a branch of alternativerock
that originated in the 1980s in the U.S. and the UK.
This type of music is diverse and has ties to punk
and college rock, and the Internet put these bands
on the pop cultureradar. If you are into The Arctic

Monkeys, and indie rock bands that already have a
solidfan base, you will definitely enjoy the
music of The Vaccines, an indie rock band from
the UK whoreleased their first album in 2010.
Their second album, titled Come of Age, came out
this week. While they have a similar sound to The
Arctic Monkeys, they definitelyhave their own
unique style, and their refreshing lyrics are clever
and entertaining. Start with the songs ?Wreckin?
Bar? and ?If You Wanna,? then make your way
deeper into the blissful repertoire of this incredible
band. You?ll be glad you did.
pretty

PhOTOs cOurTesy Of

In a hectic week of pop culture that
included the likes of Bieber blowing
chunks on stage in Phoenix and Lohan
getting assaulted by a Congressional
aide, the biggest news for me, and for
the movie world, was the announcement thatSeth MacFarlane will be the
host of next year?s Oscar ceremonies.
The choice to hire MacFarlane, the
mastermindbehind the long-running
television series Family Guy and the
surprising summer film smash hit Ted,
is clearly an attempt by the Academy
to pump some youthful vigor into the
ceremonies, which tend to be plagued
with the tag of beingtoo stuffy and dull
for the younger demographicsto enjoy.
Of course, this youthful flair was
attempted two years ago at the Oscars,
when the dynamic duo of James Franco
and Anne Hathaway were forced onto
stage. The show was for the most part
a train wreck, as the night mainly consisted of Hathaway spewing off-color
jokeswhile Franco squinted at the
camera with stoner eyes (for a quick
laugh, look up his picture with Oprah
that night).
In reaction to the gruesome twosome, the Academy pumped the brakes
on their youthful spunky experiments
and chose Billy Crystal, the Old Faithful of awardshow hosting, for the next
year. While the show went on without

gOOgle

ditional Oscar ceremonies.
Looking at MacFarlane?s body of
work, there is a pretty good chance that

the comedian will crack a few jokes
about the celebrities in the crowd.
And while Hollywood stars do like to
laugh about themselves from time to
time, there are limits for what is fair
game, a fact that Ricky Gervais proved
at the 2011 Golden Globes. Perhaps
not trying to get the backlash his
peer received, the comic has already
acknowledgedthe integrity of the show
and has said that the ?tone is something
we?re really going to be very conscientious of.?
How MacFarlane will frame his

normal bawdy humor within the limits
of Oscar traditions will be the real
question. Nonetheless, MacFarlane
seems extremelyenthused to take on
the task. For a sign of such eagerness,
check out the You Tube video of the
comic surprising his dad with the big
news. As MacFarlane enthusiastically
explains his new gig, his father reveals
his own surprise, a pair of gently used
swim trunks that he intends to gift to
his son. The skit is not only hilarious,
but it shows thatMacFarlane can crack
a joke without crude language or dirty
double meanings.
Maybe it?s a sign that the comedy
of Peter Griffin and Ted won?t hit the
Oscar stage. I?m silentlyhoping they?ll
make cameo appearances.

Dan Siering is the Asst. Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Insignificant lyrics and banal beats mire ?Lightning?

CHART TOPPERS

BY JOHN WILEY
For The Heights

1 One More Night
Maroon 5
2 Gangnam Style
Psy
3 Some Nights

If Springsteen belongs in
the stadium and Mozart in the
symphony hall, Matt & Kim are
best saved for the elevator. The
Brooklyn indie pop duo released
Lightning, their fourth studio

profundity (?Sometimes truth
sounds just like lies?). An exciting outing in dub, ?Now? could
even make its way to the Top
40, a notion likely to make the
hipster fan base cringe. Most
listeners would hardly gawk at
the song?s commercially relevant sound, however.The song

album, this week. What the
band claims to be an exercise in
songwriting instead quickly ma-

even has the courtesy to hint
at the bloodbath to come, as it
repeatedly notes, ?Some things

aren?t perfect.? But alas, just as
Artemidorus? note was ignored
on the Ides of March, this lyric
will likely be dismissed as insigsong to a presumablyenlightened nificant. Listeners will be left
state. This great liberation from
helpless, as the album they at
the tyranny of overzealous profirst embraced turns and stabs
ducers seems legitimate in Lightthem in the back.
I?m extremely hesitant to
ning?s lead single, ?Let?s Go.? With
a blissful collage of synths and
resort to the ?b-word,? but to depercussion, the group celebrates scribe the remaining eight tracks
how sound can transcendspeech as anything less thanbanal would
(?There?s some things I found / be an injustice to readers. When
That makes so much sound / All something goes terribly wrong
these words / I don?t need them in a person?s life, well-wishers
now?). For three minutes and 31 frequently resort to the trite, ?It?s
seconds, Matt & Kim?s athematic alright,? as a condolence. The
songwriting simply works, with two-word phrase rarely takes
all its explosionsand overwrought away the sting, but certainly can
fill any awkwardsilence. So when
lyricism intact. However, it?s suspicious how what works on the Matt & Kim painfully babble, ?It?s
album is also characteristicof the alright / It?s alright / It?s alright
/ Believe,? in ?It?s Alright,? it
expensive producing it supposspeaks volumes about the rest of
edly is criticizing.
The next track, ?Now,? proves the album. They named the next
equally as lovable as the first, track ?Not That Bad,? and at this
and even makes a few passes at point, the band almost seems

SingleS

fun.
4 We Are Never Ever

Getting Back Together
Taylor Swift
5 Blow Me (One Last
Kiss)

Pink

terializesas a mess of bubblegum

6 As Long As You Love

in the ears.
Matt & Kim take great pride in
stripping down the conventional

Me
Justin Bieber
7 Begin Again
Taylor Swift

Source:Billboard.com
Top

cOurTesy

AlbumS

Of fader laßel

On ?Lightning,? peppy pop duo Matt & Kim do their best to apologizefor what they must know is lackluster music.
apologetic. Terrible music is entertaining. ?Not that bad? music
is simply exhausting.
Matt & Kim lazily disguise
nonsense as poeticism, relying
on the notion that something
that doesn?t make sense is by nature profound. In ?Overexposed,?
the band all too frequently leans
on this crutch: ?Let?s wake the
world / And sing them back to
sleep / But people don?t listen /
So we?ll scream and shout / As if
these words are cheap.? What?

When music is devoid of actual content, shameless producing becomes a necessary evil. For
this reason, I don?t especially care
that Lightning was recorded in the
couple?s Brooklyn home or that

they ?stuck to songwriting? on
this one. I don?t care thatthe duo
sounds vaguely like Blink-182 or
that they makefairly spectacular
music videos on the side(Instead
of listening to this album,I highly
endorse checking those out).
Art?s foremost function is to in-

spire, and its secondary function
is to entertain. Broadlyspeaking,
Lightning fails at both, and settles
to merely amuse.
A lightning bolt striking is
a beautiful phenomenon, filled

with energy and wonder. However, the aftermath is far less
spectacular. It is characterized
by vast destruction and loud
noise, commonly causing dogs
to whimper and small children to
cry. Lightning is all too suitable a
name for this album. n

1 Babel

Mumford & Sons

2 Uno!

Green Day
& Shove
Push
3
No Doubt
4 Truth About Love
P!nk

How to Dress Well intrigues, doesn?t succeed on ?Total Loss?
BY TESS EDWARDS
For The Heights

Well, released his second album
Total Loss. Best known for his song
?Ready For The World? from his

On Sept. 18, Tom Krell, known
as the Colorado artist How To Dress

first album Love Remains, released
in 2010, the Alternative/R&B artist

is again receiving critical acclaimfor

his compositions.
My first impression: Michael

Jackson meets
of

the electronic noise

Crystal Castles, with the mel-

ancholy-ambivalenceof Portugal.
The Man. If you were lost at Crystal
Castles, let?s just say that if you
are the adventurous listener and
enjoy artists like Sigur Ros or even
ImagineDragons, then take a listen.
Self-identified as R&B but listed on
iTunes as Alternative, How To Dress
Well is clearly hard to describe by

genre.

The vocals of this album get
very late?9os at times, but the highpitch pop tones are contrasted with
unique rhythm, song structure,
pattern, and mixing. Unlike many
electro-pop hits, the tracks of this
album have many layers of sound,
indicating that you could probably
listen to these songs for a while
before you get bored. They don?t

have the typical predictable songstructure that top-10 hits generally have.Repetition is rare in these
songs. They aren?t catchy, but Total
Loss is a perfect fit for those who
want background music while doing homework, but don?t want to
cOurTesy Of acephale

Combining multiple genres, How To Dress Well delves too far into the experimentalrealm with his latest album.

be distractedby passionate lyrics or
energizing choruses.

This album gets a rating of Cplus. While credit should be given
for creativity (I certainly haven?t
heard anything like How To Dress
Well before), and the vocals are
well-performed, the musical composition itself is a bit too disorganized.
Without a clear pattern in many of
its tracks, Total Loss becomes a blur

it after it is complete, I believe this
album was trying to pack in too
much with not enoughthought put
into the beat at the base of each song.
Most songs rest on stock-rhythms
withlyrics, melodies, and otherelectronic sounds layered over. Above
(and often incongruent to) the instrumentals hovers the high voice,
and every once in a whilewe?ll get a

after the first listen. If you can?t tell
that the song has changed, it?s hard randomsound of splashing water or
to remember individual songs or
short narration of an upset adolescent boy. Perhaps experimentalis a
melodies.
The lyrics, while at timespowergood way to describe this album.
ful, as in the song ?Set It Right??an
That said, I can safely say that
to
or
ones?ode lost friends loved
I?ve heard plenty worse. It?s not my
are often very simplistic and center
cup of tea, but it has its appeals.
about the typical themeof romance. How To Dress Well certainly has
I must admit that at times I ignored explored many genres of music,
the message in the lyrics because which is reflected in his own. With
I was trying to listen past the oca littlemore editing and a little more
casional Chris Brown-style singing. structure in its songs, Total Loss
Other times, I couldn?t understand could have won.
the lyrics due to the pitch of his
For those who enjoy Of Montreal, Sigur Ros, or the genres of
voice. (According to Spotify, Tom
Krell could sing along to female R&B, post-rock, or electronica, I
vocalists into his late teens.)
would recommend that you listen
Like a painting that gets worse to a track or two, and decide for
when an artist keeps working on yourself. n

Miguel brings R&B back to its roots on stellar ?Kaleidoscope?
BY ARIANA IGNERI
Heights

are

Staff

Kaleidoscope Dream, the
sophomore release from R&B
artist Miguel, is an 11-song

compilation of smooth and irresistibly addictive tracks that
are, to be shamelessly blunt,
perfect for the bedroom. Deliberate, smooth vibes complement

obvious here too. Collabo-

rating with producers including
Salaam Remi, Pop & Oak, and
Jerry Wonda, Miguel creates a
record, with their help, that is
effortlessly suave in nature and
perfectly precise in structure.
The record?s opening track,
?Adorn,? demonstrates Miguel?s
musical, vocal, and lyrical mastery
well, clearly defining an obvious

Miguel?s alluring falsetto and

direction for the rest of Kaleido-

bold, seductive lyrics throughout the entire intimate album,
resulting in a record that is
essentially impossible to resist,

scope Dream. Amidst a backdrop
of heaving bass, stuttered drums,
and subtle backup harmonies,
Miguel?s sensual vocalsslowly jam
on. In ?Adorn,? as well as in his
other songs, he slips in and out of
falsetto with luxurious ease and
establishes himself comfortably

regardless of your musical preferences.

Initially writing songs for
artists such as Asher Roth and
Usher, Miguel made his solo
debut back in 2010 with All I
Want is You. He released a trilogy ofshort EPs two years later,
collectively titled Art Dealer
Chic, offering fans a tantalizing tease of what to expect on
Kaleidoscope Dream. Like Frank
Ocean, Miguel is a vanguard in
the genre?fusing sex, soul, and
rock ?n? roll into each carefully
crafted and tightly controlled
piece. Such versatility is more
pronounced on thisrelease than
it was on his last, and his slick
efforts to coollydistancehimself
from typical R&B club cliches

within the groove of the song,
making it feel completely natural
to jive along as a listener.
Other songs, including ?The
Thrill? and ?Arch & Point,? exhibit
a similar sense of melodicexactitude. ?The Thrill? builds steadily
and deliberately?appropriatefor
a song about impatience?developing an enticing tension with

Miguel?s delicate and defined
vocal inflections. In a comparable
manner, the unforgettable track
?Arch & Point? is structured on
minimalistqualities. It progresses
gradually,relying on digitalclaps
and blips and sizzling, distorted

and musically, but it utilizes the
There?s no denying that most ?Tomorrow?s just a day away /
beat from Eminem?s popular ?My of Miguel?s songs on KaleidoCelebrate.? In ?Candle in the Sun,?
Name Is? to add to its own deep, scope Dream are about physical listeners hear Miguel questionfunky bass line. The latter song attractions, lust, and sex?still, ing?questioning the existence of
plays with alternative sounds though, there are a couple that God and the motives of governand features a vague melodic show a more conscious stirring ments, all the while remaining
soulful and smooth. Honestly,
interpretation of the Zombies? of intellect.
?Time of the Season.? The drum
The rocking track ?Where?s
he?s probably one of the few artists who could sing about politics
rhythm is unmistakable, and even the Fun in Forever?,? for exas the aforementioned tracks,
some of Miguel?s trippy closing
ample, features Alicia Keys and or religion and make it sound
actually has a more memorable lines are lifted straight from the finds Miguel contemplating the sexy?just listento Kaleidoscope
problem of time and concluding, Dream and tell me I?m wrong.
chorus?in fact, it has one of original song.
the best refrains on the entire
album.
Melodiousand erotic, Miguel?s
battered falsetto helplessly pulls
the listener along with the muffled and driving power guitar
chords. ?Do You ?? is just as
unforgettable,but instead of tugging, it lulls the listener along to
a bright and airy electric guitar
tune on a melodic wave of layered
and mellifluousharmonies.Cleverly playing with words, Miguel
croons, ?Do you like drugs? / Do
you like hugs? / Yeah? Well, me
too / I?m gonna doyou like drugs
tonight.?
?Kaleidoscope Dream,? the
title track, and ?Don?t Look Back?
are interesting songs also?they
both borrow beats or lyrics from
other songs, using them in a
unique way and adapting them to
enhance their own overalleffect.
cOurTesy Of rca
The former is simple lyrically
Miguel, known initiallyfor his hit ?All I Want Is You,? returns with the brilliant and intensely sexy ?Kaleidoscope Dream.?
guitars to generate a magnetic

background for Miguel to provocatively instruct, ?Baby, arch
your back, and point your toes.?
Not only does Kaleidoscope
Dream feature indulgent, building tracks, but it has several
undeniably catchy songs as well.
?Use Me,? with a similar ambiance

RADIO SINGLES BY ALLAN GUZMAN
Bruno Mars
?Locked Out Of heaven?
BRUNO MARS

Taylor Swift

hinder
?Save Me?

?red?

Bruno Mars is proving himself a master
of the throwback soul sound with a
modern take. with a jogging beat and
a palpable bass line, ?locked Out of
Heaven? is a light and dance-worthy
tune that shines on Mars? best facets.
This is the type of song that you?ll hear
at a lounge instead of a club.

Taylor Swift?s new single, the title track
of her new album, is about her beloved?a familiar topic for regular Swift fans.
Her style is a blend of pop and country
that forms a nice balance between the
two, so it appeals to audiences of both
genres. ?red? continues to strengthen
that formula.

A shoving and crunching guitar riff nicely
complements singer Austin winkler?s
grit-covered yells, but there?s nothing
to be intimidated by in ?Save Me.? it?s a
generic alternative metal track that tries
to sound tough and mean. And while it
may produce some modest headbanging,
there?s no real significance behind doing

so.
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Only 30% of cancer patients find a donor match
in their families. The rest rely on donations
from complete strangers.

Join the millions who have already committed
to being a potential donor match to save a life.

SPIT
TEXTMY
*938383
can do
y/he££.
patlenk
eve^v

to find owl WVia-t
to help cancer

HINT: ITS MUCH EASIER THAN YOU THINK
i
*Standard data and msg rates apply
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PATHWAY THROUGH BOSTON
BY CHARLOTTE PARISH

Salem hosts many
October tourists for
witchcraft history
In 1692, Salem was ravaged by witchcraft
trials thatresulted in theexecution of 26people
and mass hysteria across the state. The history
of the town is chilling, but also fascinating,
especiallyin howthe town now embracesand

shares its past. With the advent of October,
Salem is one of the most popular tourist destinations in the state. However, for thosewhorely
on public transportation, the trip is almostout
of the questionunlessyou can borrow, bribe, or
steal a vehicle fromanother student (a native
navigator is also recommended since Boston
has a personal vendetta against left turns and

the suburbs are no less confusing).
Luckily, Boston HarborCruises is offering a
convenient and unique way to not only get off
campus, butalso off land with their high-speed
ferries to Salem. Running four times a day, the
ships depart from Long Wharf inBoston and

arrive at Salem Ferry Center in about an
hour. Tickets are $27 round-trip, but the
cost is well worth it since you are paying

only for the transportation, but also
the experienceof being out in the Atlantic

not

Ocean.
Once you arrive in Salem, there is a
cornucopia of options. One of the most
popular tourist sites is the Salem Witch
Museum, which hosts a 3D representation and history lesson on the era. Visitors
are stationed in the center of a room, and
scenes on the sides light up with moving
props, music, and a voiceover explaining

the history and order of events (imaginea
of Disney?s Carousel of Progress).
Although the museum closes at 5 p.m.
daily,they alsooffer Haunted Happenings
for adults?or at least those with mature
nerves?and less education-oriented

reverse

crowd.
The other must-see historical activity
is the live-actiontrial of Bridget Bishop, in
a show called ?Cry Innocent.? The perfor-

COurTesy Of

the actual All Hallows? Eve, the streets will
begins on the cobblestone streets be crammed with extreme costumes and
where a haughty Bishop is accused and special discounts orevents at thedozensof
arrested, broughtimmediatelyto the renoWiccan orwitch-themed stores downtown
vatedandpreserved Old Town Hall where (which conveniently is blocked off to cars,
real peoplewere stripped of their lives and making the experiencemuch more relaxlivelihoodsby accusations of witchcraft. ing when you don?t have to dodge Goths
Viewers follow the procession into the and Galaxys).
Town Hall, and can ultimately decide if
While the witch-themed activities are
Bishop deserves to gofree (a historically not to be missedfor newcomers to Salem,
inaccurate moment, since juries were not it is worth mentioning that the town has
used in the Salem Witch Trials).
several attractions that are worthwhile
If you dare go to this haunted town on andun-haunted.In particular, thePeabody
mance

COurTesy Of

GOOGIe imaGes

Bridget Bishop is accused dailyin ?Cry Innocent,? a live action re-enactment of the 1692 trials.

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports
9/19/12 9/28/12

GOOGIe imaGes

The Salem Witch Museum hosts daily educationalexhibits and nightlyhaunted houses.
EssexMuseum (PEM) is a much cared-for

and cultivated art museum that houses
exhibits in all mediumsand from all eras,
currently featuring a set of Ansel Adams
prints.

After a day of exploringfar awayfrom
the usual beaten track, justbe sure not to
miss the final boat back to Boston (where
you can catch some dinner at the Seaport,
sinceyou are forced to leaveSalem at6p.m.
at the latest) or else you might be haunting

the streets that night with more than a few
ghosts. n

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Euno floor space and plates spilling over

Boston university minors discovered with liquor
At about 1:15 a.m. on Sept. 28, two officers responded to areport of a loud, disturbing party
at 47 Allston Street. Upon arrival, police observed about 20 people drinking alcohol on the
front porch. They all appearedto be underage. When the people on the front porch observed
the officers, theyran inside thebuilding and locked the door.Theofficers heardnoise coming
from the rear of the building and went to the back of the house to investigate. They found
several kegs of beer and empty vodka bottles in the backyard. The officers announced their
presence and there was no response from inside the building. While attempting to locate a
resident to let them into the building, the officers observed large quantities of empty bottles
of alcoholic beverages and six empty kegs of beer throughout the premises. The officers also
observedwooden paddles with sigma chi fraternity symbols and ?Boston University? written
on

them.

Break and entry on Gardner street
At about 7:38 a.m. on Sept. 19, officersrespondedto a radiocall at 14Gardner Street, Brighton.
Upon arrival, the officers met with the victim, who stated that a person tried to break into
his apartment through the back door while he was sitting on the couch. The victim opened
the door to see what the suspect was doing, and the suspect saw him and asked for a beer.
Naturally, the victim left the room to get the suspect a beer, per his request. When the victim
returned, he took a photo of the suspect with his cell phone and the suspect immediately
fled the scene. The suspect was described as having dark hair with a part down the middle,
and wearing a blue jacket, a blue book bag, and tan shorts. Officers searched the area to no
avail for the suspect .

Motorvehicle accident with bicycle on Comm. ave.
At about 12:31 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 27, an officer responded to a call for a motorvehicle
accident at Comm. Ave. and St. Paul Street. Upon arrival, the officer spoke to the victim who
stated that she was riding her bicycle straight downComm. Ave. when a vehicle turned right
onto St. PaulSt. She immediately braked, sending her over her handlebars.The victim?s body
hit the rear passenger side of the vehicle. When she fell to the ground, the vehicle?s right tire
ran over her left elbow. The victim was transported to the Beth Israel emergency room. The
officer observed no damage to the vehicle or the bicycle.

-

Courtesy

of the Boston Police Department, District 14
Gatheredby Marc Francis, Asst. Metro Editor

HOUSE AD

COurTesy Of

GOOGIe

BY NATALIE BLARDONY
For The Heights

own,

Settled in amongst the masses of other
Italianrestaurants at a prime location in the
North End, Ristorante Euno manages to do
something unique that draws people into its
doors right off one of the neighborhood?s
oldest streets. This special something is not
about the outdoor sign on the restaurants?
exterior featuring Rachael Ray?s smiling face
and her glowing recommendation of the Italian dining place (although her words couldn?t
be any more true).
Once guests proceed through the curtains,
which keep the warmth in and the cold out, a
sense of homey coziness will instantly be felt.
The exposedbrick walls, high-ceiling rafters,
and dim lighting most definitely help in this
regard, but most can agree that the wonderful
wait staff is the main reason for its success.

Formaggi?Chicken Parmigiano?but nothing that would necessarily have them begging
for more. Not to say that isn?t wonderful
in its own way, though. The tomato sauce
isn?t too overwhelming and the chicken is
just lightly breaded. It just wasn?t anything
spectacular. As a side note, the portion size
is massive, so expect to take some home for

Having made reservations ahead of time,
being greeted with genuine glee will change
anyone?s mood into surprised excitement for
what is to come.
It isn?t every day that being seated in close
proximity to other guests as well as the waiters? bustling area in the back would be considered just right, but somehow Euno manages
to pull this off. This is simply speaking about
the first level seating. When descending into
the ?wine cellar,? as it is affectionately referred
to, the warm dark-wood furniture and intimate setting are paired together as perfectly
as their food is to the well-matched glasses of
wine.
Wherever one is seated, the experience
continues to build upward from there. The
food is deliciousand fairly priced with dishes

mostly around the $lO-12 range. With a wide
variety of appetizers, the Caprese is a must

pleasing the palette along the way.

Now, onto the entrees. Guests can expect
an above average take on the Pollo ai Quattro

leftovers.

Location: 119 Salem Street
cuisine: Italian
signature Dish: Pappardelle
atmosphere: 9 /
price:

alla Bolognese

10

$ll

overaLL experience: A

The catch of the day clearly changes, but
the fresh crispiness of their fish is always
exquisite. A near second to their favorite dish,
the chef clearly knows how to perfectly season
theirfish and bring out therefreshing flavors
diners have come to love. Yet, despite these
great dishes, the favorite, and most raved
about, is their Pappardelle alla Bolognese. A
twist on the staple spaghettiBolognese, the

try. As a staple Italian dish, which has been
done over time and time again by restaurant

osso bucco, or shredded beef, that is used

after restaurant, there is something unique
about Euno?s take on it. Using large, Massachusetts grown tomatoes, the ripe freshness
is a perfect complement to the mozzarella
and garlic oil, but what sets it apart from the
rest are the thinly shaved slices of prosciutto
placed in between the layers of tomato and
cheese. They provide an unexpected yet

reason for its success.

pleasant surprise, as well as a great contrast
and complement to the dish. This twist on
the original recipe is a perfect of example of

but visitors should take a stroll down the
adjacent Salem Street and be careful not to
pass by Euno. It will be a decision stomachs

how Euno takes classics and makes them their

instead of the regular ground beef is the main
This may seem like a
minor change, but in the overallscheme of
the entree, its importance is clear. As the tomato

herb sauce meshes beautifully with their

handmade, wide pappardellepasta, it makes
for a dish that just has to be tried.
A trip to the North End is usually marked

by staples such as Mike?s and Modern Pastry,

everywhere will be thankful for. n
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Unemployment
Girls (who and social issues
run the
define campaign
world)
MIND YO? BUSINESS

N \u25a1 X

I

Joe Kennedy, from 810

MARC FRANCIS
Beyonce could have been on to
something with the lead single off her
last album. Although the current percentage of men in powerful positions
is greater than that of women, the tides
are slowly turning as more women are
churning out graduate degrees. Almost
everyrelevant business magazine has
a yearly issue dedicated to women. As
the years pass, females will continue to
rise in the ranks. Just four years ago,

could have elected a female
vice president?wouldn?t that have been
fun?
All jokes aside, our country will
definitely elect a female leader in due
time. Magazines like Forbes, Time, and
Fortune all commemorate our world?s
our country

females, and in recent times, Virginia
Rometty, CEO and chairman of IBM,
has garnered attention. She is the first

female head of the long withstanding
firm and has helped continue its legacy
of sustainability. Other prominent
women heads include Meg Whitman of
HP, Indra Nooyi of Pepsi, and Marissa
Mayer of Yahoo.Like many of these
CEOs, Rometty attributesher life success to a fellow woman?her mother.
?Mom taught us by her actions. What
she taught us she never said. Actions
speak louder than words and to this day

I think about that. Also, I learned that
nothing?s insurmountable.I will be forever grateful to her,? she said. Women
were long hailedfor their motherly nature and secludedfrom the workforce
so they could instill proper values in

their children. Yet nowadays, they have
mastered the art of balancing a family

and a career, and are a true threat to
every male-dominatedindustry. Unfortunately, there are still organizations
that are hesitant to embrace the modern day?s girl power. Augusta National
Golf Club has not extended an invitation to Rometty to join the exclusive
club, despite its close relations with all
previous CEOs. Perhaps they are afraid
of women extending their reign in the
office to the golf course.
Wall Street and the financial world
is not the only industry experiencing a
surge of female domination.Let?s take
a look at the music market. Lady Gaga,
Rihanna, Katy Perry, Taylor Swift, and
Justin Bieber are all arguably the biggest
names in modern popular music?that?s
four females and one male. Furthermore, not to poke fun at Bieber, but, he
is not exactly the epitome of masculinity. So, it is important to ask ourselves
why women are suddenly rising in the
ranks, and in some cases, passing their
male counterparts. A large reason is the
tolerance and acceptance of contempo-

rary society?we are all encouraged to
chase our dreamsand be whoever we

?1

Engineering at Stanford University. He thenswitched coasts again,
coming back to New England to attend Harvard Law School.
During his time at Harvard, Kennedy was a prominent member
of the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau. The law firm was managedby
Harvard students, and led Kennedy to work with members of

Boston?s most poverty stricken neighborhoods.
After obtaining his degree,Kennedy spent two years in the
Peace Corps in the Dominican Republic. There, he aided in
restoration and economic development of communities taken
advantageof by visitors of the Rio Damajagua waterfall national
park. It should come as no surprise that Kennedy?s platform for
this campaign is founded upon economic and social justice.
Kennedy served as a prosecuting attorney for Barnstable,
Dukes, andNantucket counties. During his time in the courtroom,
Kennedy defended victims [predominantlywomen] of domestic
violence and strove to keep drug violence off the streets.
In a letter to his supporters on his own campaign page, Kennedyclaimed:?Our numberone priority must be getting people
back to work. For me, that?s what this election is about.?
In his eyes, this means aiding thesmall businesses that prevail
in the 4th District instead of suppressing their success. Kennedy
additionallybelieves that economic success begins with education, and he plans to invest in the public schooling system to
ensure that Massachusetts stays at the top of the learning curve.
He believes in shiftingthe responsibility onto the most fortunate
and supports the ?Buffet rule,? which states that no household
making more than $1 million annuallyshould pay a smallershare
in taxable income than any middleclass family.
Boston College graduate Will Rasky (BC ?l2) is now fully
employedby the Kennedy campaign. His transition from BC to
working in politics was virtually seamless, as Kennedy embodies
the University?s goal for graduates.?I think that the motto ?men
and women for others? dovetails with the concept of giving your
time to a political campaign,? Kennedy said. ?You?re reaching out
to peoplewho want to see theircommunities improve. Recognizing the vioce peoplehave by voting for a candidate, Ifeel that cultivating a community?s voiceis extremelyimportant.? As part of
the 4th CongressionalDistrict, the campaign feedsoff theenergy
of Chestnut Hill and the community on the Heights. n
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Estate Club hosts runway for collegiate designers
College Fashion, from 810
each outfit. Fashionable gym attire has become increasinglypopularwith the rise of brandslike Lululemon, and
celebritieslike HeidiKlum havestarted theirown activewear lines. The Weekend segment included day-to-night
wear, highlightingthe functionality of certain pieces, like
funky t-shirts and bold skirts.
For the Formal show, models sported edgy dresses,
jumpers, and high-heels. Black was a pretty consistent
color in each look, but there was at least one pop of
color in each outfit to counteract the simpler elements.

Throughouteach of the shows, the stylists seemed to favor Keefe andCaitlinMann. Together,theycompile andorgaslickedback hair and sharp, simple make-up to show off nize articlesthatcurrently include ?How to Survive CoRo?
the young ladies? faces. Overall, the outfits and styling all and ?How to Turn yourBoyfriend into a Fashionista??two
coincided with the overarching theme of individuality uphill battles for BC?s female community.
Perhaps for BC more than any other school involved,
and self-expression.
Her Campus was founded by threeHarvard University the issue of conformity is an often-overlooked problem.
undergraduateson Sept. 16,2009. Since then,it has grown BC students are pressured to lookand act just like their
into a widespread website phenomenon with branches peers. Her Campus advocatessocialand personalchange
and representatives at over 200 college campuses. The through fun, self-lovingevents likeCollegeFashion Week.
website is almost a hybrid of perezhilton.com,style.com, Such organizations help make the college transition a bit
and bcheights.com?all reliable, entertaining news sources smootherfor freshmen, while serving as supplementary
with fun twists. BC?s Her Campus representativesare Meg encouragementfor the upperclassmen. n

Person to Watch Charlot e Davidsen
By:

want to be. Bias and, on many occa-

-nedy took over 90 percent of the vote, closing the campaigns
of opponents Rachel Brown and Herb Robinson. The sitting
congressman, Barney Frank, leavesbig shoes for Kennedy to fill
after over 30 years of service to the district.Kennedy?s opponent,
Sean Bielat, ran a strong race against BarneyFrank in 2010.Bielat
returns to his congressional campaign to defeat a man he claims
is betterknown for hisfamily name than his resume. He likewise
sailedthrough theRepublicanprimary, capturing 70 percent of the
vote against former state health commissioner Elizabeth Childs
and dentistDavid Steinhof. Bielat, a businessman and officer in
the Marine Corps Reserve, has six yearsseniority on JoeKennedy,
but Kennedy is already strides ahead in terms of fundraising and
the familial politicalreputation.
Kennedy graduatedfrom BuckinghamBrowne andNicholsand
received his undergraduatedegree in Management Science and

sions, tradition, are both looked down
upon and deemedillogicaland counterproductive. Yet there has to be some
other driving factor. I am convinced

that the sheer approachability of the
stereotypical woman in business is a
huge asset to the female workforce.
Let?s face it?looks and presentation
count. If I am looking to hire an executive officer, I may be more inclined to
choose the candidate with a bit more
presentation and communication

skills?areas where educated women
generallyexcel. And whether they are
feigning it or not, women are generally
much more dynamic and outwardly
passionate about their jobs?precious
qualities of service organizations.
Boston College has a quite popular
club called ?Women in Business,? appealing to female students in every
school. Since we are not in the 1980s
anymore, I do not see the need for
such a gender-restrictedclub. From
my perspective, such an organization only emphasizes and recognizes a
slight inequality that will be obsolete
in a decade. Frankly, I think that the
club holds many worthwhile events
that I would love to attend. Last year,
it hosted a conference with Diane

Furstenberg?l vividly remember
sulking in my room as I learned that
the event was unofficially restricted to
its female members. The distinctions
between the capabilities of men and
women are rapidlydisappearing?as a
University, it is our duty to recognize
this.
von

Marc Francis is the Asst. Metro Editor

for The Heights. He can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.

Although he is one of the youngest candidates in
the country, Boston College alumnusSamuel Lovett,
BC ?lO, is ?Empowering East Providence,? according
to his campaign slogan while running for Rhode
Island state representative.
After graduatingfrom BC with a degreein history,
Lovett returned to Rhode Island to start working with
political and organizing communities, such as Gov-

Who: BC Alumnus Samuel Lovett
What: Less than two years after graduating
BC, Lovettis running for office and advocating
for social justice.
Where: Lovett?s home state of Rhode Island

matters: Lovett is a product of the BC
community, and the lessons he learned at
the University will be applied when dealing
with issues like marriage and healthcare in
his state.
Why it

such as job creation and development, public
education, environmentalsustainability, technology
efficiency, transportation and infrastructure, and
state social issues.
Lovett is focused on establishing systems for
longterm generation and developmentof Rhode Island industries, which can then produce and sustain
Rhode Island developmentin the long term. Lovett
thinksthatbusiness development with new community centers and largerspaces can link economic and
social growth, which would support businesses that
sues

employ local neighbors while still creating revenue
for the communities.
In addition, Lovett?s goal is to create a Pathways
Program, a program that can inspire accomplished
university graduates and technical students to start
their careers with a short term of service to Rhode
Island. This would not only help the state keep its
young, successful professionals in state, but also
give the students quality training and public serviceorientedskills.
Lovett also plans to focus on public education in

keepingwith East Providence?s pride and traditionof
good public schools. Lovett hopes to link university
and secondary educationleaders with business leadernor Lincoln D. Chafee?s office.Additionally,Lovett
ers in order to train students and faculty with skills
currently worksfor GovLoop,a socialnetworking site thatboth parents and the state want.
Furthermore, in keeping with Rhode Island?s
connecting federal, state, and local levels.
Lovett is running for office to be ?an ethical name, the Ocean State, Lovett recognizes that the
voice for social justice in Rhode Island,? he says on state?s citizens? quality of life depends on the condithe website Eastßayßl.com, and he is determined tion of the ocean, air, and soil.Keeping this in mind,
to advocatefor the elderly, disabled, homeless, and
Lovettinsists thatenvironmentalpolicies must reflect
minority groups.
theneed for maintenance of essential assets, and that
Committed to bettering the lives of Rhode Island zoning laws must be enforced.
As a progressive candidate who grew up in the
citizens, Lovett plans to target specific platform is-

digitalage, Lovett plans to pursue ways to cut government operating costs by starting innovative practices
to make work more efficient,

while saving taxpayers

own- ers time and money by
com- munications,sharing

and business
digitizing
data storage
ments, and
tion forms
Lovett will
social issues
galizesame-sex
riage, hoping to
modernize medical records
to increase

efficiency,
and providing access
to contra-

ception for

family planning, which

would

cut

down

un-

wanted pregnancies, the

spread of diseases, and re-

duce abortion
rates.

Lovett is a

young man with
a big agenda and
certainly is setting
the world aflame. n
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Menino hopes parklets
will build community
Complete Streets, from 810
cyclists

to

popular sites in Bos-

ton.

The creation of the Public
Electric VehicleCharging Stations
Interactive map in May 2012 was
another past effort of the Complete
Streets Initiative. This innovation

lets you downloadthe new EVboston map to a smartphone or desk-

top computer to find out where to

charge an electric vehicle.
Just last month, Menino announced his plans to build urban
parks (parklets) around the city.
These small patios, which will be
dispersed in three or four different areas around the city, will be
designedto make sidewalksmore
pedestrian friendlyby providing a
place for people to sit and relax.
?Parklets will provide a place

for you to sit with a cup of coffee
or a sandwich from a local shop
and enjoy your neighborhood,?
Menino said in a recent press
release. ?You can meet your
neighbors and relax in some
green space, all in or near one of
our main street districts.?

Essentially, the sidewalk will

FROM

be the number one reason [for
building parklets],? said Jacquelyn

-Thomas M. Menino
Mayor of the city of
Goddard, marketing director of

Boston?s Parks and Recreation
Department. ?We don?t need
more space. It would be more to
have people gather, to be united

COurTesy Of

Newton teenager carries gun on T
MBTA Safety, from 810
designedfor thefinicky cell phone
service areas that characterizethe
transit environment, the app will
send reports as soon as a signal
has been regained. In addition,
the built-in T-Alerts component
informs riders of service delays
and issues.
?It?s thewholeideaof usingsocial media technology to report a

Chief Paul MacMillan. MacMillan remarks how witnesses can

seamlessly take photos, and that
the communication between a
witness and police is comparable
to instant messaging. He also
notes that somewhere down the
road, the app will support video
streaming.

The technologicalbasis of the
app is not only to improve the
method of reporting incidences,

but to also engage the reporter.
?You always used to keep a dime
inside your hat justin case you had
to use a payphone,? MacMillan
commented, referring to the days
before advances in technology
paved the way for more efficient
and reliable methods for reportGOOGIeimaGes

Menino encourages citizens to explore the initiative?s website for details.

GOOGIe imaGes

MBTA officials hope that the See Say app will enableriders to subtly report dangerous situations to police.

neighbors.?
If thefirst few parklets are successful, the project may expand
problem, and to beableto contact
throughout the city. n
police,? explained Transit Police

COurTesy Of

GOLDEN STATE

Candidates
get their sass
on at debate

be extended another six feet to
allowfor more seating, plantings,
and barriers to divide it from the
road.
?Building community would

?Parklets will
provide a place for
you to sit with a cup
ofcoffee... and enjoy
your neighborhood.?

THE

ing crime.
Under the new general management of Beverly A. Scott,
formerly ofAtlanta?s transitsystem

(MARTA), the MBTA continues
to highlyvaluethesafetyof its customers in the upmost importance,
and See Say is justone of the ways
to promote safe experienceswith
the fifth-largest transit system in
the country. Yet the app?s unveiling
comes in the wake of an incident
involving four Newton teens in
the possession of weapons on the
Green Line.
During the evening of
Wednesday, Sept. 26, a 16-yearold Newton boy dropped a loaded
semiautomatic handgun on the
floorof a Green Line train headed
outbound. A passenger who
witnessed the boy drop the gun
notified police, who chased the

they fled on foot from
theNewton Centre Station where
they exitedthe train.
Officers stopped the boy on
Chesley Road and recovered the
handgun after it had been tossed
into the bushes. The teen was arrested alongwith the three other
suspects, two 18-year-oldsand
one 15-year-old,all from Newton. The two juveniles are facing
multiplefirearmand ammunition
charges and a conspiracy charge.
The two 18-year-oldsare charged
with ClassC drugpossessionwith
intent to distribute.
In 2009, the MBTA reported
that crime was at its lowestlevel
in 30 years, while a comparison
teens as

of statistics from 2010 and 2011
showed an increase in larceny,
one of the most common crimes,
which rose from 602 cases (61

percent of reported incidences) in
2010 to 771 (66 percent) in 2011.
Yet the most common crime of
all is fare evasion, which does
not exactly place an individual in
imminent danger, but does help

explainthe projected $lB5 million
budget deficitfor 2013.
In other efforts to further
prevent crime, theMBTA lists numerous safety tips on its website,

www.mbta.com. While some of
the guidelines seem obvious, like
avoiding talking to strangers in
isolated areas, the MBTA warns
against seeminglyinnocent habits
like wearing headphones and listening to music. The safety section
of the website also outlines the
importance of informingchildren
and youngriders on how to be safe,
especially if travelling without an
adult. Another section highlights
how to avoid pickpocketing in
crowded transit areas, a crime
that accountedfor 8 percent in the
larceny breakdownfor 2011.
The MBTA strongly encourages riders to report any suspicious
activity they see, and as MacMillan emphasizes, the Transit Police
would rather receive false calls

than to have a potential dangergo
unreported. n

CLARA KIM
On Monday, the University of Massachusetts-Lowellhosted the secondof four
scheduled senatorialrace debatesbetween
Senator Scott Brown and Elizabeth Warren.
David Gregory ofNBC?s Meet thePress
moderatedthe debatethat some localnews
outlets have referred to as a spectacle comparable to a gladiatorbattlein the Roman
Coliseum. In frontof an audience of 5,700

people, Brown and Warren exchanged
questions and refutationsand spat much

about the same issues Massachusetts voters
have heard so muchof over the course
of the season.Despite their seemingly
repetitive nature, I love a goodpolitical
debate?it?s a chance for me to learnabout
the candidates? platforms, marvel in their
sharpness, and to enjoy those ?oh, snap?
retorts. Brown and Warren certainly gave us
a show. Of course, I expected nothing less
from a Harvard Law professor and a Boston
College Law graduate.
For those of you who missed it, the
issues were largely the same?but it was in
every way a battle ofwordsand wit. Aggression was the best form of ammunition
either of the candidatescouldhave had.
Far from a debateof amateurs, Brown and
Warren brought everythingthey had as
they touched upon manyof the same primary character and policy issues that were
discussed in the first debate on Sept. 20:
policy, partisanship,character, and Warren?s
heritage. For example, Warren claimed
Brown was fooling voters into thinking that
he was bipartisan moderate when hehas
said some things in recent weeks that would
better align him as a stereotypicalconservative candidate.Brown attacked Warren?s

improper use of her NativeAmerican
heritage to gain an advantagefor college
and employmentapplication.
In spite of similartopics, this debatewas

ON THE FLIP SIDE
THE ISSUE:
Recently, school officials of Newton North High School have proposed to lift the school?s current ban on Facebook. The iconic site, which lies at the forefront of the social media revolution, is currently banned in the Hollistonschool district as well as at Newton South High School. Although some see this ban
as completely necessary in order to eliminate distractionand frivolity, others think Facebookis harmlessand can provide some benefits in schools. After
dominating the Internet and social media frontier for almost a decade, should Facebookbe blocked in schools and evenon college campuses, or is this ban
unnecessary and unallowable in the present web of social connection?

equally critical to both candidates. A lot
has changed since thelast debate.Brown
and Warren neededto capitalize on this
opportunity to either solidifythese changes
or to rebrand themselvesonce more. The
post-debatepollsproved that, indeed, voters

recognizedchange.Accordingto Monday
night polls, Warren had a two-point lead?which is an improvement, considering that
just two weeks ago, she was trailing Brown
in nationaland local polls. Inaddition, after
much criticism, Warren?s campaign strategy
team hasbeen attempting to reconstruct
Warren?s image as a friendly and active
candidate, as opposedto the stiff image her
television advertisements had previously
given. As for Brown, after the last debate,
many voters were questioning the authenticity of the ?ideal? well-roundedman that
his televisioncommercialsgave.Viewers
saw him as too aggressive, especiallyrelative
to the Bambi-likeHarvard professor. A
secondround at debates meant a prime opportunity to perform a littleTV magic and

sway voters one way or the other.
How did they fare? Actually, not so
well for either candidate. Both candidates
may be eloquent speakers,but thisdebate

COurTesy
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Social learning through FB Media still too distracting
SAM COSTANZO
While Newton North High School
and many other high schools across
the country mean well by blocking
Facebook on their campuses, they
are fighting a losing battle. The many
problems that Facebook creates are
not going to be solved by trying to ban
access to it.
The system at Newton North does
not block the signal to cell phones.

Despite the school?s best efforts, there
are probably students sitting in the

than having their access to Facebook limited.
Social media can also be a helpful
tool for students. At Boston College, students use Facebook to stay
up to date with activities going on
around campus, like club meetings
more

and opportunities to listen to interesting speakers. The site can also help
students organize study groups or

ask fellow classmates questions about
homework.High school students can
do the same thing on their campuses.
Blocking Facebook then effectively
blocks an important channel of com-

back row of their classes and sneaking
out their iPhones to check out their

munication.

newsfeeds. While teachers should not
have to compete for students? attention, that is hard to do when there

sites like Blackboard are alternative ways to communicate, they still
present the same issue of distracting
students in class. There is nothing
to stop students from checking out
myriad other sites. According to Holliston Superintendent Brad Jackson,
Facebook is the only site other than
adult content that is blocked in that

relatively obvious loopholes for
students to exploit.
Clearly, this system is not working. Schools should shift their focus
from shielding students from distractions like Facebook to teaching time
management skills. Facebook will be
are

there when it?s time to do homework
and when students graduate and find
themselves in a boring college lecture
class. In the long run, learning how to
manage their time will help students

While school emailaddresses or

SHANNON INGLESBY
Just because we have all gotten over the
initialshock of Facebook?s innovative capability to distract, connect, and build social
relationships, this does not meanwe can give
it freereign in theclassroom. Facebook?a
site thathas become a full-fledged presence in our society,personified because of
its elusive potential?does not openlyseek
to beharmful and detrimental.Its goal is
to connect peoplesocially. Yet connecting
peoplesocially in a place where they should
be connecting intellectuallyblurs these two

spheres of academicand sociallife, therefore
demeaninga student?s academicexperience
and contributingto the overall infiltration of

Sam Costanzo is an editorfor The
Heights. She can bereached at metro@

social media in society.
It is difficult to take the girl in my history
class seriously when she raises her hand to
speak and lam sitting in the corner looking
at her Facebook. Whileshe is acquainting
herself with the French Revolution, lam
acquainting myself with what she did in the
Mods last weekend.How is it that a person?s
personal time with their friends, their
relationship troubles, and their outfit choices
can fill a classroom atmosphere so quickly
because of a website?The concept is bizarre.
There will always be distractions in the class-

bcheights.com.

room,

district.

but the fact that students can seek out

a distractionon their own whilepretending
to take notes is not only damagingto their
own learning but also disrespectful to everyone who gave them the opportunity to be in

that classroomin the first place.
Hollistons superintendentBrad Jackson
compared Facebook to ?passing notes
in class.? The classroom environment is
intended to foster development and learning. Instead, when Facebook is involved,
there is a second, transparent layer to this
environment. Belowthe discussion and

contemplation, there are childish thoughts
about reputations, jealousy, and resentment.
Yes, socialinteractions are vital to growth
and development,but there is a time and
a place for being social, and for learning.If
students continue to blur these two together,
each one loses its potency. Everyone uses
Facebook?it is now an integral part of

American youth. It alreadyreaches into
every aspect of our dailylives, but it should
stop at the classroom. If a simple website can
divertthe attention of entire student bodies,
schools and colleges shouldenforce a ban on
Facebook in theirclassrooms.Education is a
privilege,and it?s time we treat it like one.

brought forthcharacter and aptitudeflaws.
Instead ofre-branding to a less aggressive debater, Brown did not learnfrom
his mistakes. Whenhe was interrupted
by Warren, he snapped, ?Excuse me, I?m
not a student in your classroom.? (This is
a prime example of the ?oh snap? remark I
mentioned earlier.) Many viewers interpreted this as rude and associated it with a

?hotheadedness? character trait of Brown?s.
Warren, on the other hand, fell into hot water when she was asked ?which Republican
colleagues she might beable to work with in
the Senate.? The Boston Globe reports, ?She
immediatelynamed Senator Richard Lugar
of Indiana,even though he is leavingCongress in January after beingbeat in his own
party primary earlier this year. Brown and

Gregory replied in unison, ?He?s not going to
be there.?? I might say again, ?oh snap.?
Looking back, I have greatrespect for
both candidates. It takesthickskin and
mental strength to survive a political race
that willscrutinize every characterflaw and
unearth every dark secret. But as much as I
enjoy debates, I?m questioning the necessity

of four separate debates.Isn?t oneor two
enough to ask the questions that matter?
Less is more. Let the candidates come into
a debateknowing the facts, being concise,
and throwing in an occasionalsardonic
retort

and we?d have ourselves one heck of

a debate.

In the meantime, tune in on Oct. 10 and
Oct. 30 for another goat the Brown/Warren

spectacle.

Shannon Inglesby is a writer for The
Heights. She can be reached at metro@

Clara Kim is a senior staff writer for The
Heights. She can bereached at metro@

bcheights.com.
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WICKED CULTURED

Horace Mann
deserves respect

THE KENNEDY LEGACY
Joseph Kennedy?s congressional campaign
returns family name to the political

BY TRICIA TIEDT
Heights Staff
TheKennedys are back. Back in the

CHARLOTTE PARISH

political limelight, that is. In January

Opinions of her musicianship and
tendency to drag herrelationships through
the mud aside (does anyonereally believe

2011, Congress reconvened without
Patrick Kennedy, making it the first
time in 64 years that there was not a
Kennedy in office. Joe Kennedy 111, son
of Joseph Kennedy II (who represented
the Bth Congressional District for 12 years)
and grandson of Robert F. Kennedy, has
announced his campaign for the 4th Congressional District in Massachusetts. He
is leading the new generation of Kennedys back into the politicalrealm and
is projected to succeed. Approximately
10 BC students work as interns for
the Kennedy campaign, including Joe
Russo, A&S `l3. Russo said, ?In this
campaign we hear a lot about jobs,
healthcare, social services, taxes, and
these are all things that as a college
senior are about to becomemajor issues
in my dailylife. When it comes down to it,
it?s really important to me to have a voice in
congress that will fight for that,
and I think Joe Kennedy has

her anymorewhen she says she doesn?t
name names in her songs?), Taylor Swift
did somethingimpressive this week,worthy of applause. She turned a callous and
disrespectful jokeat theexpense of Horace
Mann School for theDeaf and Hard of
Hearing into a chance to support a valuable
resource for students with special needs.
At the endof the summer, Swift ran a
contest (in collaborationwith Papa John?s
and Chegg)wherefans could vote twice a
day on Facebookfor a campus to receive a
free concert. Yet some peoplethought they
were ever so clever and quickly started
a campaign throughReddit and 4Chan
conspiring to artificiallyboost thenumbers
for Horace Mann. This wasn?t doneout
of compassion, thinking that thestudents
there would appreciatea concert?it was
done out of spite and to ridicule Swift, with
voter comments like ?Even thedeafkids
are going to hate havingto lip readher
crappy ass music? on 4Chan.
The idiocyof this scenario is two-fold.
First, how dare anyone in this era

make a jokeout of disabilities?Although
?retarded? is still a shamefully prevalent
word in our dailylanguage, many justify
its existence as a passive form of discrimination, somethingunavoidable.The flaw
in that argument becomesimmediately
apparent whensuch a cavalier attitude
towarddisabilitiesenables peopleto be
activelyinsulting. This event is the embodiment of the Thoreau quote,: ?As a single
footstep will not makea path on the earth,
so a single thought will not makea pathway
in themind. To make a deep physical path,
we walk again and again. To make a deep
mental path, we must think over and over
the kind of thoughts we wish to dominate
our lives.? In this case, thepath we have
made toleratesputting down thosewith
special needs, and the anonymity of the
Internet once again brings out the horrible

truth about our own biases.After all, this is
not a scenario we can write off as theresult
of an ?uninformed other,? some vague but
small group of people who didsomething
terrible in isolation.The point of this contest is that enoughpeople found this joke
funny andvotedfor Horace Mann that the
school was leadingthe competition for a
significant amount of time.
Secondly, the premise of the jokeis insulting beyondwhat the creators intended:
who is to say that students at Horace Mann
wouldn?t enjoy a visit byTaylor Swift?Obviously, they wouldn?t experiencethe music
in the same way as others, but thereare
numerous accommodationsto amplifythe
experience.Plus, personally, some of my
favorite parts of a concert are the visceral,
thudding feeling that comes from the bass
and the theatrical aspects of a performance
like lights,dancing,and attire. Members
of thedeaf community could absolutely
enjoy this as well. So to make a joke out of
this topic is not only insensitive, but also

blatantly misinformedabout the abilitiesof
that community.
Thankfully, Swift handled the situation with as much grace as one could
have hoped. Although Horace Mann was
disqualified from the competition because

of the manner of the votes (and thefact
that non-studentswere the vast majority
of voters), Swift is donating$lO,OOO out
of her own pocket to the school (and they
will receive $50,000 totalfrom some other
sponsors), as well as offering all students
tickets to her next show in the area. Itis
critical and inspiring that Swift not only
recognizes theinsult made to the school,
but also that she doesn?t make the same
mistake as the pranksters of assuming
that students at Horace Mann would not
want to attenda musical concert.

The joke

dehumanizing,turning the
students into the mechanism by which a
was frankly

few disgruntledanti-Swiftfolks made a
statement. However, Swift?s action turns
that around andreminds us that it is individuals and real people who are affected,
not an inanimate school building. Just for
that cognition of the social implications of
star power, I would say she?s a worthwhile
pop star.

Charlotte Parish is the Metro Editor
of The Heights. She can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.

that voice.?

Joe Kennedy 111 won the
Democratic primary for congressional chair on Sept. 6,
2012. Having a prominent
namesake in Massachusetts
politics goes a long way:Ken-

See Joe Kennedy, B8
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Complete Streets Initiative greenifies Boston
BY JACQUELINE PARISI
Heights Staff
?The car is no longer the king in
Boston,? said Boston Mayor Thomas
M. Menino in the fall of 2009. With
that declaration, Menino commenced
the Complete Streets Initiative, which
aims to improve quality of life in Boston
by creating streets that are goodpublic
spaces and sustainable transportation

networks.
The objective of this movement is
three-fold?to ensure that Boston?s
streets are multimodal, green, and
smart.

By accommodating pedestrians,
people with disabilities, bicyclists,
transit users, and motor vehicle drivers,
Menino is striving to ensure that the

Boston streets are shared by all users
and are not dominated by cars. To be
green, the movement will promote an
environmentally sensitive, sustainable
use of the public right-of-way. Street
trees, rain gardens, bio-swales, paving
materials, and permeable surfaces with
plants and soil collectingrain water will
be incorporated in an effort to make
Boston more green as well. Finally, in
order to make the city smarter, Menino
is working to incorporate intelligent

signals, smart meters, electric vehiclesharing, and car and bicycle-sharing.
?I am committed to creating worldclass streets in Boston that are healthy,
green and smart,? Menino said. ?Streets
define the character of our neighborhoods and are the common ground
where people travel, meet and do busi-

daily basis.?
This push for a greener city certainly

ness on a

makes sense. Transportation currently
contributes to 27 percent of Boston?s
greenhouse gas emissions. Approximately 30 percent of all trips within the
city and 75 percent of all trips within a
neighborhoodare made on foot. Streets
not only support Boston?s economy by
ensuring that people and goods reach
their destinations efficiently, but also
help people make healthy decisions by
supporting walking and cycling. With 56
percent of the city of Boston composed
of streets and sidewalks, it is important
to consider how we use this land to
encourage sustainablemodes of travel.
By 2020, Boston hopes to increase its
green canopy by 20 percent, and lining
streets with healthy trees can improve

the air quality and help the city to reach
this goal.
The Complete Streets Advisory
Committee, which was appointed by
Menino during the summer of 2009, was
a critical step in the ongoing initiative.
Supported by Boston?s Transportation
Public Works, Parks, and Environment
Departments and Boston Bikes, the
committee works toward more efficient
usage of Boston?s road infrastructure.
Past Complete Streets Initiative
projects include the Downtown Bicycle
Wayfinding Pilot Program. Piloted in
April 2012, this program included the
installation of 90 Bicycle Wayfinding
signs that are posted at busy intersections downtown to point the way for

See Complete Streets, B9

Her Campus ?upgrades lives? at
annual College Fashion Week
BY MARC FRANCIS
Asst. Metro Editor

College Fashion Week, hosted by Her
Campus, is an annual celebrationof indi-

viduality,style, and love.The themeof this
year?s festivities was ?upgrade your life,?
encouraging college students to express
themselves through theirclothing. College
life is known for its monotony and homogeneity, especially here at
Boston College where J.
Crewand Vineyard Vines
reign supreme.
The Estate Club
housed the runway

show and sported
lavish decorations,
including a disco
ball, sparkling balloons, flowy curtains hangingfrom
the balconies, and
a decked out bar.
Her Campus also
integrated its
signature pink
and black colors
throughout the club.
The free goods given
to all attendees were

also quite popular?tote
bags with the words ?Surviving College in Style?
were distributedthroughout the event. These bags
included Her Campus

gear, Luna Bars, Unreal bars, Scunci hair
accessories, Svelte protein shakes, a $lOO
discount card from NuMe, and a Chipotle
gift card. Kotex, a sponsor of the event,
alsodistributedproducts to female guests.
The snack bar, open to all guests, included
food provided by Chipotle, Pinkberry,
and Zico.
The fashion show, cast
with students fromNortheastern, Boston University,
and BC, was composed
of four main parts?
School, Gym, Weekend, and Formal.
After each section,
a Boston University male a cappella
group?the Dear
Abbeys?per-

formedrenditions
of Rihanna and
JustinTimberlake
hits for the au-

dience. The first
show, School, con-

sisted of chic daywear,
ranging from comfortable knits to patterned

CourTesy
iof

go gle

images

pencil skirts. The Gym
outfits were all noted for
their utility, comfort, and
flatteringstructure. Fluorescent sneakers were

also

a

key component of

See College Fashion, B8
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MBTA promotes new safety app
BY LAUREN TOTINO
For The Heights

Transit Police. Riders can anonymously
send messages concerning suspicious
behavior as well as receive BOLO (?be
on the lookout?) and missing persons
alerts. The app will also provide details
about incidents that other riders report
via See Say, and users can comment back
on alerts. All reports sent through the
app travel to a web console at the Transit

This fall, a new app for iOS and Android devices joinedthe lineup ofmobile
apps designedby independent developers
for MBTA patrons. The app?s title, ?See
Say,? concisely emphasizes the MBTA?s
goal of encouraging users to report
suspicious and criminal activity quickly Police dispatch center to be managed by
and directly to the Boston Transit Police: a transit dispatcher.
see something dangerous,say something
Beyond providing the option of
anonymity in reporting an incident, the
about it.
The app was developedin partnership app allows discretion to the point of
with ELERTS Corporation,basedin Weyautomaticallyturning off a smartphone?s
mouth, Mass., as one of the many steps flash if the user chooses to take a photo
the MBTA is taking to ensure the safety of the suspicious activity. Conveniently
of its riders. See Say allowstwo-way communication between riders and the
See MBTA Safety, B9
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